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1, Brian M. Nehring, being duly sworn, state the following:

I OVERVIEW OF INVESTIGATION

A. The investigation described in this Affidavit reveals that, between 2011 and 2016,

Aryan Brotherhood (AB) members and associates conducted extensive, widespread, organized,

criminal activity from within Califonia’s most secure prison environments. Specifically, Aryan

Brotherhood members Ronald YANDELL and Billy SYLVESTER oversaw a significant heroin

and methamphetamine trafficking operation from their shared Folsom prison cell. They used

contraband cell phones to extend the reachoftheir drug trafficking activity from that cell to the

StreetsofSacramento and other cities throughout Califomia. The YANDELL-SYLVESTER

drug trafficking organization received heroin and methamphetamine from another imprisoned

Aryan Brotherhood member, Travis BURHOP, who coordinated supply from his Calipatria State

Prison cell. BURHOP controlled an extensive drug trafficking network based in San Bernardino

County. It distributed methamphetamine and heroin in South Dakota, Missouri, and elsewhere.

B. Throughout 2016, YANDELL and other Aryan Brotherhood members also used

contraband cell phones and other means to orchestrate violent crimes both inside and outside of

California's prisons. Through court-authorized wiretaps and other investigative means, the Drug

Enforcement Administration (DEA), the California DepartmentofCorrections and

Rehabilitation (CDCR), and assisting agencies uncovered and disruptedmultiple murder plots

targeting AB members, AB associates, and other individuals who — according to Aryan

Brotherhood members — had violated the gangs expectations or codeofconduct.

C. Moreover, YANDELL, SYLVESTER, BURHOP, and others charged here

engaged in multiple criminal plots to import controlled substances, cell phones, and other
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contraband into California prisons. Their objective was to profit from the contraband’s sale and

use within the prison walls. The contraband cell phones also gave YANDELL, SYLVESTER,

BURHOP, and other incarcerated inmates unmonitored acess to phone calls, enerypted chat

applications, text messages, multimedia messages, and email all of which posed a threat 0 the

safety and securityofthe prisons. These contraband cell phones were critical in allowing the

defendants to conspire and execute crimes against the public even while they were incarcerated.

D. Finally, agents used intelligence from this investigation to scize a significant

cacheoffirearms from a residence in Manhattan Beach, California; a large amount of

‘methamphetamine from avehicle in Las Vegas, Nevada; and heroin and methamphetamine from

a stash house in Fontana, California.

IL PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE OF AFFIDAVIT

A. Isubmit this Affidavit to support my request for a criminal complaint alleging

Violationsoffederal law and related arrest warrants. 1 have divided this Affidavit into three

sections.

B. First, in the section captioned “Criminal Violations and Requested Arrest

Warrants,” I set forth the charges, names, and other identifying information regarding the

individuals for whom I am seeking arrest warrants (collectively referred to as the defendants”).

©. Second, in the section captioned “Background of Investigating Agent” I

explain the basis for my knowledgeofthe facts asserted i this Affidavit and my background,

raining, and experience as it relates to this investigation.

D. Third, in the scetion captioned “Probable Cause,” I describe the facts and

circumstances that establish the probable cause necessary for this Court o issue the requested
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criminal complaint and arrest warrants.

E. Fourth, in the section captioned “SummaryofProbable Cause,” I provide the

Court with abrief summary ofthe charges for the defendants.

II CRIMINAL VIOLATIONS AND REQUESTED ARREST WARRANTS

A. This Affidavit is submitted to support my request for a criminal complaint and

arrest warrants for the crimes and individuals listed below, These defendants have participated

in conspiracies to commit racketeering, murder, and drug trafficking. As indicated, several

defendants have also distributed heroin and methamphetamine.

B. Charges

In the section below, I have listed eachofthecounts included in this Criminal

Complaint along with the defendants included in each count. In the next scction,I prepared 2

chart organizing the charges by each defendant.

Count1 - Racketeering Conspiracy~ 10/7/11 to present— 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d) - pages 28-
129
Defendants Ronald YANDELL, William SYLVESTER, Danny TROXELL,
Travis BURHOP, Brant DANIEL, Donald MAZZA, Pat BRADY, Jason
CORBETT, Matthew HALL, Kevin MACNAMARA, and Kristen DEMAR
committed the following acts in furtheranceofthe conspiracy:

- Act 1 MurderofRonald Richardson
- Act2~ MarderofHugo Pinell
~ Act3 Possession with intent to distribute methamphetamine (Perez seizure in

Missouri)
- Act4 Conspiracy to distribute and possess with intent to distribute heroin and

‘methamphetamine
- Act5— Multiple acts of heroin distribution
- Act 6— Conspiracy to murder Kenneth Johnson
_ Act 7 Methamphetamine distribution (Smuggling drugs into Folsom prison)
- Act 8 Conspiracy to murder James Mickey
- Act9— Conspiracyto murder Paul Diaz
~ Act 10 Conspiracy to distribute and possess with intent to distribute:
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‘methamphetamine and heroin (Importation ofdrugs into prison
concealed in packages)

~ Act 11 - Conspiracy to murder Michael Trippe
~ Act 12. Possession with intentto distribute methamphetamine (Seizure of

methamphetamine in Las Vegas from Perez)
~ Act13 Possession with intent {0 distribute heroin and methamphetamine

(Fontana stash house seizure)
- Act 14 ~ MurderofDoug Maynard
- Act 15 ~ Murder of Zachary Scott
- Act 16 — MurderofDonald Pequeen

Count2 - Conspiracy to distribute and possess withintentto distribute heroin and
‘methamphetamine— 5/27/16 to 12/22/16 -21 US.C. §§ 846, 841@)(1) ~
Defendants YANDELL, QUESENBERRY, KEETON, HALL, NOLAN, Perez,
BURHOP, and Michael TORRES — pages 36-50, 72-74, 83-86, 98-101, 119
124, 128-130

Count3 - Distributionof heroin— 7/11/16 ~21 US.C. § 841@)(1) —
Defendants QUESENBERRY, KEETON, YANDELL, and BURHOP pages
40-42

Count4 - Distributionof heroin — 724/16—21 US.C. § 841@)(1)~
Defendants QUESENBERRY, HALL, YANDELL, and BURHOP — pages 42-49

Count 5 - Conspiracy to murder Kenneth “Kenwood Johnson— 8/11/16 to 10/1/16 18
US.C. § 1959(a)(5)— Defendants YANDELL, TROXELL, HALL, and BURHOP
— pages 70-73, 83-86, 105-106

Count6 - Distribution of methamphetamine (smuggling drugs into Folsom prison)—
8/11/16-21 USC. § 841a)1) —
Defendants QUESENBERRY, MACNAMARA, DEMAR, YANDELL, and
SYLVESTER — pages 50-63, 69-70, 73-75

Count? - Distributionofheroin — 8/12/16 ~21 US.C. § 841@)(1) ~
Defendants QUESENBERRY, KEETON, YANDELL, and BURHOP pages
68-69

Count8 - Conspiracy to murder James Mickey—8/20/16 to 08/21/16— 18 US.C.
§1959(a)(5)~ Defendants YANDELL, TROXELL, and BURHOP — pages 75-79

Count9 - Conspiracy to murder Paul “Dreamer” Diaz— 8/20/16 to 8/21/16 18 US.C.
§1959(a)(5) — Defendants YANDELL and CORBETT — pages 79-82
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Count 10 - Conspiracy to distribute and possess with intentto distribute methamphetamine
and heroin (Importationofdrugs into Folsom and High Desert prison concealed
within packages) — 8/11/16 to 9/6/16 21 U.S.C. §§ 846, 841(a)(1)~Defendants
YANDELL, CORBETT, and PETTY — pages 86-98

Count 11 - Conspiracy to murder Michael “Thumper”Trippe—8/29/16 to 10/9/16 — 18
U.S.C. § 1959(a)(5)~Defendants YANDELL, MAZZA, and HALL — pages
106-111

Count 12 - Distributionofheroin— 10/18/16 -21 U.S.C. § 841a)(1)
Defendants QUESENBERRY, Perez, YANDELL, and BURHOP — pages 117
19

Count 13 - Conspiracy to murder Doug Maynard — 6/1/16to 10/15/16 ~ 18 US.C.
§ 1959(a)(5) - Defendants YANDELL and CORBETT — pages 111-116

Count 14 - Conspiracy to murder Zachary Scott~ 10/1/16 to 10/29/16—
18 U.S.C. § 1959(a)(5) - Defendant DANIEL — pages 124-127

Count 15 - Conspiracy to murder Donald Pequeen — 7/1/16 to 7/20/18 — 18 US.C.
§ 1959(a)(5) ~ Defendants CORBETT and BRADY — pages 131-132

The chart on the next page organizes the counts by defendant with corresponding page

references where probable cause is found to support cach charge.
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C. The Defendants

I. Ronald YANDELL, also known as “Renegade.” Dateof Birth: Junc 28,

1962. His criminal history includes a 1991 felony conviction for conspiracy to distribute alisted

chemical, a 1999 felony conviction for aiding and abetting a prison assault, and a 2004 felony

conviction for murder.

2. William “Billy” SYLVESTER, also known as “Billy from Norco.”

DateofBirth: May 7, 1968. His criminal history includes a 1998 felony conviction for first-

degree murder. SYLVESTER is also facinga pending murder charge in Sacramento County

‘Superior Court fora prison murder that occurred on or about October 7, 2011

3. Daniel “Danny” TROXELL. DateofBirth: April 12, 1953. His

criminal history includes 1979 felony convictions for murder, kidnapping, and shooting at an

occupied dwelling.

4. Travis BURHOP. DateofBirth: October 6, 1972. His criminal history

includes a 1992 felony conviction for receiving stolen property, a 1993 felony conviction for

assault with a deadly weapon with great bodily injury, and a 2015 felony conviction for second-

degree murder.
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5. Brant DANIEL, also known as “Two Scoops.” DateofBirth: July 16,

1974. BRANT criminal history includes 1995 felony convictions for attempted murder and

assault with a fircarm on aperson and a 2017 felony conviction for murder.

6. Donald MAZZA, also known as “Popeye.” Date of Birth: September 9,

1970. MAZZA’s criminal history includes a 1994 felony conviction for assault with a deadly

weapon nota firearm with great bodily injury and a 1999 felony conviction for attempted murder

with an enhancement for participating in a criminal street gang.

7. Pat BRADY, also known as “Big Pat.” Dateof Birth: June 12, 1970.

BRADY’s criminal history includes three 1990 felony convictions for second degree robbery and

1995 felony conviction for being a felon in possessionof a firearm.

8. Jason “Jake” CORBETT. Date of Birth: March 8, 1972. CORBETT’s

criminal history includes a 1998 felony conviction for first-degree murder.

9. Matthew HALL, also known as “Psycho” or “Cyco.” Date of Birth:

July 21, 1968. HALL’s criminal history includes a 1993 felony conviction for second-degree

robbery, a 199 felony conviction for assault with a deadly weapon not a firearm with great

bodily injury, and a 2007 felony conviction for being a felon in possession ofa firearm.

10. Samuel KEETON. DateofBirth: January 13, 1979. KEETON's

criminal history includes a 1999 felony conviction for vehicle theft; a 2000 felony conviction for

second-degree burglary; 2001 felony convictions for evading a peace officer, vehicle theft, and

receiving stolen property; and a 2002 felony conviction for second-degree burglary.

11. Michael TORRES, also known as “Mosca.” Date of Birth: January 24,

1964. TORRES’s criminal history includes a 1982 felony conviction for voluntary manslaughter

un



and a 2007 felony conviction for murder with an enhancement for participating in a criminal

street gang

12. Jeanna QUESENBERRY. Date of Birth: July 30, 1966January 17,

1968. QUESENBERRY's criminal history includes a 1992 felony conviction for possessinga

controlled substance for sale, a 1998 felony conviction for attempted burglary,a 1999 felony

conviction for receiving stolen property, a 2003 felony conviction for possessing a controlled

substance for sale, and a 2004 felony conviction for second-degree robbery.

13. Kevin MACNAMARA. Date of Birth: October 31, 1979.

MACNAMARAhas no known criminal history. He is licensed to practice law in California.

14. Kristen DEMAR. DateofBirth: September 30, 1974. DEMAR’s

criminal history includes a 2003 misdemeanor conviction for possessing controlled substance

paraphemalia.

15. Justin PETTY, also known as “Rune.” Dateof Birth: Jly 15, 1981.

His criminal history includes a 2002 felony conviction for possessing or manufacturing a

dangerous weapon, a 2003 felony conviction for vehicle theft, a 2008 felony conviction for

receiving stolen property, a 2011 felony conviction for burglary, and a 2013 felony conviction

for vehicle theft

16. Kathleen NOLAN. Date of Birth: July 20, 1954. Her criminal history

includes a 1995 misdemeanor conviction for possessing a controlled substance and a 2013

‘misdemeanor conviction for petty theft.
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D. Other People, Groups, and Terminology

In the chart below, I have listed people, groups, and AB terminology mentioned in the

Affidavit.

i

Cn
El
i
osLL
IV. BACKGROUND OF INVESTIGATING AGENT

A. 1am an “investigative or law enforcement officerofthe United States” within the

‘meaningof 18 U.S.C. § 2510(7), and I am empowered by law to conduct investigations and

felony arrests. Tam a special agentofthe Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), San

Francisco Field Division, and have been so employed since 1991.Prior to ‘becomingaDEA

‘special agent,I graduated from the California State University, Sacramento in 1990 with a

‘bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice. I then completed a four-month DEA Basic Agent School

;



at Quantico, Virginia. 1 have had mumerous DEA assignments, including to the San Francisco

Division Office from 1991 to 1994, to the Alameda County Narcoties Task Force from 1994 to

1996,to the Clandestine Laboratory Enforcement Team from 1997 to 1999, to the Oakland

Resident Office between 1999 and 2002, and to the Mobile Enforcement Team between 2002

and 2004. T have been assigned to the Sacramento Division Office Task Force since September

2004.

B. Iam currently assigned to DEA in Sacramento, California. My duties asa

special agent involve investigating various criminal activities of narcotics traffickers and their

associates. In investigating these matters, I have acted as a case agent, an undercover agent, and

acontact agent for confidential sources. 1 have previously participated in using wire and

electronic surveillance. These investigations have resulted in the issuanceoffederal search

warrants, seizure warrants, and indictments. They have also resulted in federal narcotics

convictions. During my narcotics assignments, | have received numerous hours of training in

narcotics enforcement and in investigative techniques. 1 have personally participated in several

hundred narcotics investigations. In addition, I have also spoken on numerous occasions with

informants, suspects, and other experienced narcotics traffickers concerning the methods and

practicesof drug traffickers. 1 have been involved in various types of electronic surveillance,

including the consensual monitoringoftelephone call. 1 have discussed these activities with

other law enforcement agents who know about the distribution and transportationofcontrolled

substances, the laundering and concealingof proceeds from drug trafficking, and the criminal

gangs who participate in these illegal activites. Based on my experience and the experience of

other agents and law enforcement officials with whom I have consulted, I know that drug
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traffickers and money launderers use telephones to facilitate their illegal activities. have

Leamed through experience and through consulting with other experienced law enforcement

officers that court-authorized interceptsofwire communications provide valuable evidence of

ongoing narcotics trafficking activities

C. 1am familiar with all aspectsofthis investigation becauseof my participation in it

and because I have reviewed and analyzed information from various sources, including

administrative subpoena responses, reports from other law enforcement agencies and

investigations, phone records, and pen registers. In addition to my personal knowledge, the

statements contained in this Affidavit are based in part on: (1) information provided by the DEA,

the CDCR, and other law enforcement agencies, including oral and written investigative and

Iaboratory reports that have received directly or indirectly from DEA and other law

enforcement officials; (2) information provided by gang specialists and narcotics specialists from

DEA, CDCR, and other law enforcement agencies; (3) results — reported to me either directly or

indirectly —of physical surveillance conducted by DEA and other law enforcement agencies; (4)

information provided by confidential sources of information, cooperating defendants, and other

people working with DEA and other law enforcement agencies; (5)a review of phone records,

pen registers, rap and trace information, and subscriber information; (6) information derived +

from consensually monitored telephone conversations; (7) a reviewofdriver's license and

automobile registration records; (8) records from the National Law Enforcement

Telecommunications System and the National Crime Information Center; (9) my training and

experience as a special agent with DEA; and (10) the training and experienceofother DEA

agents and other law enforcement officials with whom I consulted.
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V. PROBABLE CAUSE

A. Introduction to this investigation.

I. Inlate 2014, law enforcement officers began investigating a group of

northern California drug traffickers who were members or associates ofa criminal organization

Known as Family Affiliated Irish Mafia (“FAIM?).' As the investigation progressed, agents

learned that one important FAIM member, Jeanna QUESENBERRY, was distributing multiple

kilograms of methamphetamine and multiple ouncesof heroin in the Sacramento area.

2. Federal agents used undercover drug purchases, federal wiretaps, and

other investigative techniques to develop evidence that QUESENBERRY worked directly for

Ronald YANDELL, an influential and incarcerated memberofthe Aryan Brotherhood prison

gang (the “AB,” “Aryan Brotherhood,” or the “enterprisc”). As discussed in more detail below,

wiretaps on YANDELL's contraband prison phone revealed during the fall of 2016 that he was a

Key organizational leader for multiple racketeering acts committed for the benefit ofthe Aryan

Brotherhood.

3. Intercepts ofYANDELL’s phone provided critical evidenceofthe inner

workingsofthe Aryan Brothethood. His conversations also revealed an ongoing drug trafficking

conspiracy. They also revealed an ongoing conspiracy to commita single racketeering offense

on behalfofthe Aryan Brotherhood,a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d). Within that ongoing,

1 My personal knowledge and familarit with YANDEL, QUESENBERRY, and manyofthei criminal
associate date back much furtherto my investigations ofBay Area drug traffickers during the 1990's. However,
{haebackground infomation not 5 prinent to tis Complaint a evidence developed fom tis
investigation.
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conspiracy, the Investigating Agencies gathered evidenceof multiple racketeering offenses,

enumerated in 18 U.S.C. § 1961. These racketeering offenses included murder and attempted.

murder. They also included the manufacture, distribution, and possession with intentto

distribute heroin, methamphetamine, and marijuana. Finally, they included the conspiracy and

attempt to commit such violations, all in violationof 21 U.S.C. §§ 841, 843, 846.

B. The Aryan Brotherhood’s formation, command structure, leadership, rules
of conduct, purpose, and symbols.

“The Aryan Brotherhood and the individuals, including associates, constitute an

“enterprise” as defined by Title 18, United States Code, Section 1961(4): They are a group of

people associated in fact, who engaged in, and whose activities affected, interstate and foreign

commerce. The enterprise constitutes an ongoing organization whose members function as a

continuing unit for the common purposeofachieving the objectivesofthe enterprise.

1. Fomation

The Aryan Brotherhood is a race-based gang formed in the California prison system in

about 1964 by white inmates who wanted to gain power and authority in prison.

2. Membership

Aryan Brotherhood members are recruited from the prison population. “For new

members, the AB has a policyof ‘blood in, blood out’ potential members must commita murder

{o gain full membership, and can only leave when they die.” United States v. Bingham, 653 F.3d

983, 987 (9th Cir. 2011). However, exceptions have been made for new recruits who have

shown a willingness to kill. 1d. at 987 n.1. To be considered for AB membership, an inmate

must be sponsored by two members,a primary and a secondary sponsor. Generally, the inmate
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must also serve a probationary term, when his conduct is observed by Aryan Brotherhood

members, If his conduct is satisfactory, the inmate is admitted to the Aryan Brotherhood. Once

accepted, an Aryan Brotherhood member is required to commit any criminal act that the

enterprise asks of him. AnAB member pledges his life to the enterprise. All AB members are

men.

3. Command Structure

‘The Aryan Brothethood is governed by a three-man commission with authority over the

entire enterprise. The primary purposeofthe commission is to resolve disputes among AB

members and, when necessary, to approve the murder or assaultofan Aryan Brotherhood

‘member. In theory, the murder or assault ofan Aryan Brotherhood member in California may be

executed only if the commission authorizes it. Murder ofa nonmember docs not require

commission approval.

4. CodesofConduct

The Aryan Brotherhood does not have a formal, written codeof conduct. Instead, there

are unwritten rulesof conduct that govern the behavior of its members. Most recently, three

primary rules govern all the behaviorofAB members. They are: 1. Do not cooperate with law

enforcement. 2. Keep your word. 3. Never bea coward.

Aside from these rules, AB members are required, when ordered, to kil without

hesitation. Members who do not fulfill their obligations to the Aryan Brotherhood are subject to

murder. AB members are also prohibited from engaging in other conduct, such as being

convictedof child molestation, engaging in homosexual behavior, and accruing a drug debt to an

inmateofanother race while in prison.
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In addition to members, the enterprise includes associates, who are people closely

affiliated with the Aryan Brotherhood. Associates are required to follow the orders ofAryan

Brotherhood members. Associates who do not fulfill their obligations to the enterprise are

subject to murder.

The Aryan Brotherhood enforces its rulesofconduct and promotes discipline among the

enterprise by murdering, attempting to murder, conspiring to murder, assaulting, extorting, and

threatening those who either violate the rules or posea threat to the enterprise. The Aryan

Brotherhood also uses murder, the threatof murder, and assault to preserve, protect, and expand

its positionofpower within the California prison system. Specifically, AB members tend to

believe thata prison stabbing committed by an AB member should be executed ina bloody and

cruel manner so that it leaves a lasting impression on other inmates. This AB belief stems from

{he reality that white inmates are a minority in every California prison. Therefore, AB-ordered

prison attacks, which tend to stand out a particularly gruesome, dete rival inmates from

confronting the enterprise’s members and associates. Tn other words, the AB's extreme violence

has a purpose: It wams other would-be attackers tha they risk severe retaliation. The deliberate

‘message in the ABs violence is, “If you cross the AB, then this is what will happen to you

Inmates and others who do not follow the ordersofthe Aryan Brotherhood are subject to

‘murder, a is anyone who uses violence against an Aryan Brotherhood member. As mentioned,

inmates who cooperate with law enforcement authorities are instantly “put in the hat” — i.e.

marked for death.

5. Purposes

“The purposesofthe Aryan Brotherhood criminal enterprise include, but are not limited
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to, the following:

a Controlling illegal activities — such as narcotics trafficking,

‘gambling, and extortion — within the California prison system for

the purpose of generating money for Aryan Brotherhood members.

b. Enriching the leaders, members, and associatesof the enterprise

through, among other things, illegal trafficking of controlled

substances, often in interstate and foreign commerce.

Preserving, protecting, and enhancing the power, teritory,

reputation, and profitsof the Aryan Brotherhood through threats,

intimidation, and violence, including — but not limited to — murder,

assault, and obstruction ofjustice.

4 Using threats and violence to keep victims in fearof the Aryan

Brotherhood and in fear of ts leaders, members, and associates.

6. Methods and Meansofthe Enterprise:

The means and methods by which Aryan Brotherhood leaders, members, and associates

conduct and participate in the conductofthe criminal enterprise include the following:

a. The leaders and membersofthe Aryan Brotherhood direct,

sanction, approve, and permit other members and associatesof the

enterprise to carry out acts in furtheranceof the enterprise.

b. To perpetuate the enterprise and to maintain and extend its power,

‘members and associatesofthe Aryan Brotherhood commit and

conspire to commit murder, attempted murder, intimidation, and
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assault against individuals who pose a threat to the enterprise or

who jeopardize its operations. These targets include members of

rival organizations, Aryan Brotherhood members, and witnesses to

the enterprise’s illegal activities.

To generate income, Aryan Brotherhood members and associates

under the protectionof the enterprise — engage in illegal activities,

including narcotis trafficking, weapons theft, and smuggling

contraband into prisons.

4. Aryan Brotherhood members and associates employ and use gang-

related terminology, symbols, phrases, andgesturesto demonstrate

affiliation with the gang.

During the periodof this conspiracy, the Aryan Brotherhood — through its members and

associates — engaged in racketecring activity as defined in Title 18, United States Code, Section

1961(1). Specifically, the members and associates committed multiple acts involving murder, in

violationof California Penal Code Sections 182 and 187, and multiple offenses in violation of

Title 21, United States Code, Sections $41(a)() and 846.

7. Symbols

Aryan Brotherhood members use various symbols (0 signal their participation in the

Enterprise. The symbolscanappear in tattoos, drawings, and writings. The shamrock is the

‘most prominent symbol used to signify membership in the AB. Ifan incarcerated inmate who is

not a memberofthe enterprise has a shamrock tattoo, membersof the Aryan Brotherhood will

require that inmate to remove or cover up the tattoo. Additional symbols demonstrating
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‘enterprise: membership include Nazi symbols, the letters “AB,” the numbers “I” and “II”

(representing. the first two lettersofthe alphabet), the. numbers “666,” the number “88”

(representing the phrase “Heil Hitler” because “H” is the eighth letter in the alphabet), and the

number “147 (referring to a 14-word mission statement for white supremacists). Below are some

tattoos displaying Aryan Brotherhood symbols.
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C ‘Ronald YANDELL is a memberofthe Aryan Brotherhood’s three-man

Commission.

5 Ronald YANDELL became a federal Aryan Brotherhood member during

the 1990°s, when he served a 10-year federal prison term. ‘Thissentencearose from his 1991

conviction in the District ofNew Jersey for conspiracy to‘manufacture methamphetamine.

‘Accordingto online Bureau of Prisons (BOP) inmate records, YANDELL was released from

federal prison on March 30, 2001.

2 After his release, YANDELLquickly ‘committed a double homicide in

Contra Costa County. In 2004, 'YANDELL was convicted of murder and sentenced to life in the

California prison system.

3. During his transition from being a federal AB member to being a
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California AB member, YANDELL quickly rose to prominence among Califomia AB

members.2 By 2016, when law enforcement agents executed court-authorized wiretaps on phones

used by QUESENBERRY and YANDELL, YANDELL was admitting to other AB members

that he was a member ofits three-man commission. The wiretaps further revealed that

YANDELL counseled, mentored, cajoled, berated, and plotted to kill other membersof the

Aryan Brotherhood and their associates inside and outsideofprison

4 To understand how YANDELL and the Aryan Brotherhood became an

active and successful criminal enterprise by the fall of 2016, it is important to understand

political and legal events that occurred in California between about 2012 and 2015.

D. The2015 Ashker settlement changed California's policies on housing
dangerous prison gang members.

I. OnDecember9, 2009, long-time Aryan Brotherhood members Todd

Asher and Danny TROXELL and other validated prison gang members filed a pro se class

action lawsuit in the Northern District of California. The suit was captioned Todd Ashker, et al,

+. Governorof California, et al., Case No. 4:09-cv-05796-CW. It alleged that CDCR’s

policies and practices relating to gang validation and using segregated housing at Pelican Bay

2 Tho cnerprise only recognizes reciprocity for AB membership from membersofthe Aryan Brotherhood in
{ne federal prison system. Thus, when YANDELL enteredth California prison system, is status s afederal AB
‘member gave him membership in the enterprise. The inverse is also true. 1fan enterprise member enters the federal
Prison system, wil be recognized as a memberof the federal Aryan Brotherhood prison gang. In conirast, an
Bena claiming to be an AB member fom any othr tate will not be recognized s holding status or membership
within the enterprise

3 This summary oftheAryan Brotherhood and YANDELL'srol in the enterprise i based on my
Zonsaltations with CCRgangexperts, who have asisted me extensivelyinthe investigation. Its aso based on

personal eview of hundredsof intercepted ext messages and phone als involving the defendants. Indeed, for
bout 91 days during thi investigation, law enforcement officers conducted court-authorized wiretapsofmany
ifort telephones used by the Target Subjects. The wiretaps resulted inth seizureofmore than 1,856 pertinent
conversations.
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state prison were unconstitutional. Specifically, theplaintiff inmates alleged that CDCR’s

policies did not provide sufficient due process and that confinement in Pelican Bay's Security

Housing Unit (SHU) for ten or more years violated the United States Constitution. In May 2012,

after several yearsof extensive litigation, a number of private lawyers and law firms began

representing the pro se plaintiffs in the lawsuit.

2. InJuly 2014, Ashkerand other inmates purportedly began a hunger strike

at the Pelican Bay SHU. Ashker’s hunger strike was designed to draw attention to his lawsuit

‘and to protest the conditionsofhis confinement at Pelican Bay. Ashker and other inmates

conducting the hunger strike gamered significant media attention, which —in tum — created

political pressure. Both were effective in achieving Ashker's goalofchanging the confinement

conditionsofextraordinarily dangerous inmates.

a The prisoners’ purported hunger strike was mostly an illusion.

According to a cooperating witness (“CW-1%), the AB hunger strike prisoners stocked up on

beans and tortillas in advance and concealed them in prison cells. Oncetheprotest was.

4 A New Fork magazine profile ofAsker nd his plan fo use the hunger tik was ited “The Plot from.
Solitary." Written by Benjamin Wallzce-Wels, the profile was published on February 26, 2014. It is availble
ere: it:/nymagcomnews featureslar:ecure-housing-wits2014:2

5 CW-lisa former Aryan Brotherhood member who was incarcerated and actively functioningforthe
enterprisea Pelican Bay prison between 2002 and 2012. Between 1994 and 200, priorto his AB membership,
‘CW was California prison systeminmate who commited multiple actsofviolence onbkafofthe enterprise.
In March 1998, CW-1 increasedhisstatus withintheenterprise by tryingto murdera high-priority targetfo the
Aryan Brotherhood. Around tha ime, CW-1 also became member ofthe Nazi Lowriders ("NLR") prison gang.
‘Ac a member ofthe NLR, CW-1 committed multipe cts of violence fo maintain and increase his status with the
“Aryan Brotherhood. Basedi parton CW-1's reputation for violence and his attempting to kill a high-priority
enterprise arg he Aryan Brotherhood made CW-1 a member ofthe enterprise in 2002. In May 2004, CW-1
murdered is celmate at Pelican Bay. This murder increased CW-1's tats within th enterprise because the vitim
held satus within NLR, a subordinate gang. CW-1's commitment offense was murder resulting from an effort 0
collet drug debt. CW-1 was provided no promises or assurances by CDCR or the U.S. Attorney's Office. CW-1
Lctifed that he dropped out ofthe Aryan Brotherhood aftr he found himselfbackingth losing side ofan infernal
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underway, the striking prisoners lost weight, and they were careful not to gorge on secreted

candy bars or burritos. However, they would also surreptitiously eat a burito each day. The

bottom line, according to CW-1, is that the striking inmates did not risk their own health during

their purported hunger strike.

3. OnOctober 14, 2015, the parties reached a settlement in the Ashker case

(the “Ashker settlement”). Its terms required CDCR to release extraordinarily dangerous prison

‘gang members from the Pelican Bay SHU into less-stringent California prison environments.

‘The practical effectof the Ashker settlement has been that the vast majorityofthe validated gang

‘members within CDCR were transferred outofthe SHU and placed in less restrictive custodial

environments. These less restrictive environments allow more freedomof movement,

communication, and association with other prisoners, including other gang members.

E. The2015 Asiker settlement created a growth opportunity for the Aryan
Brotherhood.

1. This investigation revealed that, since the Ashker settlement required

Aryan Brotherhood members tobereleased from the Pelican Bay SHU, the enterprise has

experienced a significant resurgence within Califonia’s state prisons. In particular, Aryan

Brotherhood members have recruited new members, indoctrinated new associates, and rapidly

'AB leadership dispute a Pelican Bay. He described his motivation for cooperating agains the Aryan Brotherhood
as initially a hatred for the enterprise and adesir o kill Aryan Brotherhood members who he felt were not true to
the gang values. Over ime, he describedhi desire to cooperate as follows: “T've taken two lives, and don't
know how many more people’ things I've damaged. And1 could help out nd stop and prevent some suff ht's
Why. I my way ofgivingback. CW-1 is further motivated to cooperate by a California law,efecive January 1,
2015, that permits inmate, ike CW-1, who were under the age of 18 a the tin of thir crime, rid as an adult, and
Sentenced1 am adult prison setene o sek parole afer serving 25 yearsof theisentence. Penal Code § 3051.
Under the Jaw, CW-1 can tempt o demonsirat remorse and rhabilation toa parole bord in an effort o secure
i release. CW-1's cooperation inthis case could be useda evidenceof his remorse and ebabiliation.
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asserted their dominance over the white inmate population throughout California. Asa result of

his resurgence, Aryan Brotherhood members and associates have also committed a number of

murders, assaults, and acts of intimidation that preserve, protect, and further expand the power of

the enterprise. Aryan Brotherhood members successfully developed new illicit revenue streams

by importing and selling prison contraband, including heroin, methamphetamine, tobacco, and

cell phones. These contraband items generate money for enterprise members. They also allow

the members to develop and direet criminal activities within and outside ofa prison.

2. YANDELL wasa direct beneficiaryofthe Ashker settlement.

a In2004, a California Superior Court convicted YANDELL of

‘murder with a firearm and sentencedhimto 65 yearsto life in prison. Upon his entrance to the

Califomia prison system, CDCR validated YANDELL asan AB member. As such, he was.

committed to the Pelican Bay SHU in Del Norte County.

b. The Pelican Bay SHU was specifically designed to prevent inmates

from facilitating gang activities during their incarceration. It id so by isolating SHU inmates

‘and preventing them from communicating with other people, both inside and outsideof the

prison. By placing YANDELL and other gang members in the SHU, CDCR hoped to prevent

them from communicating openly with other gang members and associates in the general prison

population and, thus, furthering organized criminal activities.

6 During an intercepted call on August 21, 2016, YANDEL explained to ABmemberJake CORBETT that,
When he was released fom the “feds” in 2001, he was oly out for 45 days before bing amested fora double
under, Tn he cal, YANDELL said tha, alte he was convicted in 2004, he wen tah o Pelican Bay.
YANDEL alsodiscussedhis transition fom beinganAB member in th federal prison system to becominga
California Aryan Brotherhood member.
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3. YANDELL was housed in the Pelican Bay SHU until May 8, 2015. After

the Ashker settlement, CDCR transferred YANDELL from the SHU to the California State:

Prison Sacramento in Folsom, California (“Folsom prison”).

4. Atthe less restrictive Folsom prison, YANDELL was free to develop,

‘manage, and control multiple criminal activites in furtherance ofthe enterprise. These crimes —

committed throughout California — included drug trafficking, murders, and assaults.

5. YANDELLwas assigned to atwo-man cell with another AB member

named William SYLVESTER, also known as “Billy” and as “Billy from Norco.”

VI Criminal Activitiesof the Defendants’

“The acts detailed below were committed as part ofa RICO conspiracy alleging crimes

listed as violationsofthe RICO statute found in 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c). The conspiracy provision

ofthe RICO statute is found in 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d). Where appropriate, this Affidavit’ table at

the beginning and endofthe Affidavit list achofthe requested charges against each individual

defendant for crimes that violate other federal statutes, such as conspiracy to commit murder in

violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1959(a)(5), and drug trafficking crimes that violate of21 U.S.C. § 846,

84161).

TmcitssteEeoles
directed by an individual located in the Easer Discof California.
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A. October 7,201 - Aryan Brotherhood member Billy SYLVESTER murdered
‘Ronald Richardson at Folsom Prison to gain entrance (0, and increase his
position with, the Aryan Brotherhood.

I. Before YANDELL and SYLVESTER became cellmates at Folsom prison

in 2015, SYLVESTER carmed enterprise membership throtgh the murderof Ronald Richardson.

2. OnOctober7, 2011, SYLVESTER and another inmate, Lance Clemens,

stabbed Richardson to death on ayard in Folsom prison. Richardson had been amemberofthe

United SocietyofAryan Skinheads (“USAS”). SYLVESTER murdered Richardson to gain

admission to the Aryan Brotherhood and to increase his status with the enterprise.®

a Tounderstand why SYLVESTER’smurder was significant to the

enterprise, it is importantto understand the Aryan Brotherhoods relationship with the USAS.

AB members target USAS members for murder because the USAS has consistently refused to

subordinate its California prison members to the AB. According to CW-1, the Aryan

Brotherhood considersitself the only legitimate white prison gang. As such, it will not allow

another white prison gang to function independently within California prison system.

b. Coniravening the ABs view, the USAS has tried since

approximately 2005 to unite all disparate Skinhead factions under one umbrella prison gang.

‘According to CW-1, ifthis effort is successful, it might result in a Skinhead prison gan that

outnumbers the Aryan Brotherhood.

© Leadersof the USAS have openly defied the Aryan Brotherhood

and refused to act in a subordinate manner to the enterprise. Therefore, in about 2005 or 2006,

5 On August 14, 2018, a Sacramento County jury found SYLVESTER ilyofRichardson's murder in
VitonofCalifornia Penal Code§ 187. SYLVESTER was te sentenced to lif in prison for this murder.
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AB members at Pelican Bay decided that every single member of USAS would be targeted for

assault unless they came to the AB, denounced the USAS, and revealedto the AB which inmates

were still aligned with the USAS.

4. After the Aryan Brotherhood announced this edict, enterprise

‘members were expected to kill or to orchestrate the killing ofany USAS member with whom

they came into contact. Failure to fulfll this expectation could result in the AB member himself

being targeted for murder.

e  Acallintercepted during the 2016 investigation corroborated the

AB's ongoing targeting ofUSAS and other white prison gang members for murder. Specifically,

duringa call intercepted on October 16, 2016, YANDELL told Aryan Brotherhood member

Brant DANIEL that membersofvarious skinhead groups were targeted for murder. YANDELL

asked whether DANIEL had any “SkinheadWolf Pack” gang members at Salinas Valley prison,

‘where DANIEL was housed at the time. DANIEL said no. YANDELL then told DANIEL that,

ifthe ran in to anyofthe “SkinheadWolf Pack” dudes, DANIEL would have to tell them that

they had to denounce the Wolf Pack. YANDELL instructed DANIEL that he would have to

“move on” these other inmatesifthey didn’t agree to denounce theWolf Pack.

£ During the same intercepted call, YANDELL asked his cellmate,

SYLVESTER, which skinheads had an alliance against “the Brand.” YANDELL relayed to

DANIEL that the skinhead gangs that had joined forces against the Aryan Brotherhood were

USAS, Wolf Pack, the Golden State Skins, and the American Front.

&  YANDELL added that he and SYLVESTER had “removed” all of

the Wolf Pack affiliates from Folsom prison. YANDELL also said that they disassociated from
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them. However, YANDELL added that SYLVESTER was notletting the former membersof the

skinhead groups off the hook. YANDELL explained that they found out that the. four “cliques”

of skinhead groups— USAS, Wolf Pack, Golden State Skins, and American Front — had a secret

pact to take over all ofthe main lines, meaning areas, within California prisons.

h. 'YANDELL asked DANIEL to repeat the names that YANDELL

had listed. YANDELL told DANIEL that they were going to kill allof them. YANDELL said

that information from High Desert prison— where AB members Pat BRADY and Jason “Jake”

CORBETT were housed — had apprised themof the secret pact. YANDELL told DANIEL to let

all the brothers know that they need to take care of business and that membersofthese skinhead

groups “need to get smashed.” DANIEL affirmed his commitment to do so.

3. Richardson's murder occurred within a small, concrete yard inside B-3

‘Security Housing Unit at Folsom prison. It is a yard where inmates in this segregated unit are

allowed to exercise. Inmates kept in this part of Folsom prison are separated from other general

poplin inmates.
_—_— y
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4. “The attack began shortly before 7:35 a.m. on October 7, 2011. A video

surveillance camera positioned above the prison yard captured the murder. In the video,

‘SYLVESTER approaches the victim and surreptitiously removes a prison-made weapon. With

the weapon, SYLVESTER violently stabs Richardson repeatedly in the head, neck, andback.

Clemens also uses aweapon to stab Richardson in the head, neck, and back.

5 In order to retrieve Richardson, CDCR officers formed a rescue circle and

entered the exercise yard. When they reached Richardson, he was on the ground and

unresponsive. Blood flowed profusely fromhishead and neck. The officers removed

Richardson and gave him immediate medical attention.

6. ‘When CDCR officials entered the exercise yard, the six other inmates

present laid prone on the ground. Surveying the yard, CDCR officers found aprison-made.

weapon about five feet away from SYLVESTER. Below, on the left, is a photograph of

SYLVESTER laying on the ground and the prison-made weapon circled in red. On the rights a

close upofthe weapon that SYLVESTER used to murder Richardson. As officers ordered the

inmates to exit the yard, officers found a second prison-made weapon near where Clemens had

been laying. !
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7. When CDCR officers examined SYLVESTER, they discovered blood

stains on his hands, shoes, and right sleeve. In the video, SYLVESTER stabs Richardson

repeatedly with his right hand.

8. (CDCRstaff investigated Richardson’s murder. According to‘multiple

inmates interviewed during the investigation, Richardson was targeted and killed because he was

a USAS member.

9 “The Sacramento County Coroner’s Office determined that Richardson

diedofmultiple stab woundsto his neck and back. The coroner noted that Richardson's spine

was partially severed at the baseofhis cranium. In addition, Richardson's jugular vein was

severed, and his lungs, spleen, kidney, and liver ‘had been punctured.
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B. August 12,2015 - Aryan Brotherhood associates murdered Black Guerrilla
Family member Hugo Pinell at Folsom Prison to gain entrance (0, and
increase their position with, the Aryan Brotherhood.

1. On August 12,2015, shortly after 12:55 pim., Aryan Brotherhood

associates Jayson “Beaver” Weaver and Waylon Pitchford slaughtered Hugo “Yogi” Pinell on

the B yard at Folsom prison. They did so to gain admission to the Aryan Brotherhood and to

increase their position with the enterprise. Pinell was a high-value target for the enterprise:

because he was a long-time memberof the rival Black Guerrilla Family prison gang (‘BGE").

Also, he had openly provoked AB members and white inmates by expressing opinions that

defied the enterprise.

a Before Pinell’s murder, he spent many years incarcerated at

Pelican Bay. CW-1's incarceration significantly overlapped with Pinell’s time there. According

to CW-1, while the two were incarcerated at Pelican Bay, Pinell openly antagonized Aryan

Brotherhood members and other white inmates by airing virulently racist opinions and

provocative statements. Because of this open disrespect, the enterprise made killing Pinell a high

priority.

b. CDCR transferred Pinel from Pelican Bay to Folsom prison on

January 8, 2014.

2. Onthe day ofPinell’s murder, Weaver approached Pincll on the B yard

and pulled a prison-made knife from his waistband. Weaver used his right hand to raise the

weapon above his head, quickly advanced on Pinell, and began forcefully striking Pinell’s back

and upper torso.
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3. Ancarby CDCR officer deployed agrenade to stop the attack, but Weaver

continued his assault, Pinell fel face down on the ground near the yard's canteen window. His

head faced toward the exercise track. Weaver climbed on topofPinell and straddled him. He

continued to forcefully stab Pinel in the back while Pitchford pinned Pinell’s legs.
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4. Another CDCR officer deployed another grenade in an effort o stop the

attack.Whenthe grenade went off, Weaverwas unfazed. He continued to stab Pinell’s back in

a forceful, up-and-down motion.

a Weaver's persistence in continuing the attack is known within the

Aryan Brotherhood as “riding ‘em to the dirt” Within the enterprise, this means that the AB

‘member or associate is expected to continue his assault until the victim is no longer breathing,

evenif doing so risks the attacker being shot or killed by a CDCR official.

b. This approach ensures that the victim is, in fact, killed. It also

signals to other prisoners that Aryan Brotherhood murders will be carried out vigorously and

with the goalofsuccessful exceution.
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5. As Weaver and Pitchford murdered Pinell, black and white inmates on the

yard erupted into a riot. The riot lasted about 20 minutes before CDCR was able o restore order.

6. Medical staffpronounced Pinell dead at 1:22 p.m. He dicd from the 20

stab wounds to his chest, back, and both hands.

7. One year after Pinell’s murder —at about 6:16 p.m. on August 28, 2016,

'YANDELL placed an intercepted call to Aryan Brotherhood member Pat BRADY. During the

call, YANDELL admitted that Pinell’s murder was ordered by the Aryan Brotherhood.

a Atthe timeofthis call, BRADY was incarcerated at High Desert

prison, and YANDELL was imprisoned at Folsom.

b. During their 20-minute conversation, YANDELL and BRADY

discussed current events and situations involving the Aryan Brotherhood. ‘This included who

wanted to kill whom, who was making money, and who was suggesting new Aryan Brotherhood

‘members, also known as “brothers.”

During the call, YANDELL confirmed that the murder of Pinell

‘was an Aryan Brotherhood hit.

4. Inparticular, YANDELL admitted to BRADY that “they” (the

AB) had Jayson “Beaver” Weaver “kill that nigger Yogi.”

e Inthe intercepted call, YANDELL describes “Yogi” as the person

that “the brothers had been trying to kil for years.”

£ This portionofthe intercepted call corroborates CW-1’s

independent descriptionofthe Aryan Brotherhood having long viewed Pinell as a high-priority

murder target.
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g  Astheintercepted call continues, YANDELL explains that

“Beaver” had “cared his rock” because he had “smoked that motherfucker,” had been making

‘money, and had been “putting in work” for the enterprise.

bh. “Baming his rock” is an Aryan Brotherhood phase short for

aming a “shamrock,” the most recognizable and revered symbolofthe enterprise. The phrase

refers to the way in which someone has eamed his Aryan Brotherhood membership.

i. Inother words, YANDELL confides to BRADY that the Aryan

Brotherhood made Weaver a memberofthe enterprise (he “cared his rock”) because Weaver

successfully killed Pinell, a high-priority target for the enterprise. Weaver also demonstrated his

worthiness by caring criminal proceeds and committing other criminal acts, both for the Aryan

Brotherhood.

j. The facts ofPinell’s murder, coupled with YANDELL’s

intercepted admissions to another enterprise member, demonstrate that the Aryan Brotherhood

sanctioned Pinell’s murder and encouraged its associates and members to kill him in order to

maintain and enhance the fierce reputation ofthe enterprise within the California prison system.

Pinell’s murder demonstrated that the enterprise was willing and able to commit extreme

violence against their rivals. Moreover, Weaver committed the murder in order to “[eam] his

rock” and did, in fact, become a memberof the Aryan Brotherhood largely becauseofit

C. During 2016, the Investigating Agencies developed evidenceof an Aryan
Brotherhood-controlled drug trafficking conspiracy operating in
‘Sacramento, Missouri, and elsewhere.

1. Aspartofthis investigation, the Investigating Agencies developed

substantial evidenceofan Aryan Brotherhood drug trafficking conspiracy operating outside of
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prison in Sacramento, Missouri, and elsewhere. The drug operation was overseen by key

incarcerated AB members, including Ronald YANDELL, Billy Sylvester, and Travis BURHOP.

As discussed in detail below, the AB's drug trafficking operation was facilitated by key AB

members and associates, including Matt HALL, Samuel KEETON, Jeanna QUESENBERRY,

Nickolas Perez, and Kathleen NOLAN. Agents developed the evidenceof the AB drug.

trafficking operation through (1) historical seizuresofdrugs from various participants in the

conspiracy, (2) cooperationof a key participant in the drug trafficking operation, and (3)

‘undercover purchases from Jeanna QUESENBERRY in Sacramento during wiretaps on her

‘phone and YANDELL’s phone.

2. Ake facilitatorofthe AB’sdrug operation was Nickolas Perez. Perez.

‘was a courier for incarcerated Aryan Brotherhood member Travis BURHOP. During the

‘wiretaps in this case, at YANDELL’s request, BURHOP delivered drugs for the enterprise to

Jeanna QUESENBERRY in Sacramento and executed various drug-related tasks for incarcerated

AB member Billy SYLVESTER. Oneofthe fist significant law enforcement seizuresofdrugs

trafficked from the Aryan Brotherhood drug operation occurred on May 27, 2016, in

Washington, Missouri.

D. May 27,2016 Missouri police seize a pound of methamphetamine from
Nickolas Perez; Perez later admits that the drugs belonged to Aryan
Brotherhood member Travis BURHOP

1. OnMay27,2016, law enforcement stopped a car driven by Nickolas

Perez in Eurcka, Missouri. Perez's girlfiiend, Megan Huff, was the passenger. While Perez

provided a statement to law enforcement,a trained narcotics-detection dog alerted to the

presence ofa controlled substance in two areas: the open right side front door and the area of the.
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trunk. Inside the car, an officer found a purse holding a large amountofcash wrapped in rubber

bands. In the car's trunk, officers found a tire that had been broken apart. The tire’s condition

‘was consistent with information known to investigators from an informant that

methamphetamine was being smuggled from California to Missouri inside tires by Perez and

others.

2. Huff provided a statement that investigators determined contained a

numberofunconvincing lies. She claimed that the money in her purse belonged to Perez and he

had handed her that money and told her to hide when they were being stopped by police.

3. Forhispart, Perez admittedthat he and Huffhad been stayingat a Super§

Motel in Washington, Missouri. He said that police would find a poundofmethamphetamine in

his motel’s room safe.

4. OnPerez's keyring, police noticed a key fora room safe from the Super §

Motel. Inside hs car, officers also found a Super 8 room keycard. Perez agreed to accompany

police back to the motel room so they could recover the methamphetamine from the safe.

5. Perezand the police arived at Room number 206 at the Super 8 Motel,

usedhis keyeard to open the room, and found the room's safe. Using the safe key from Perez's

Keyring, an officer unlocked the safe and seized approximately one pound of methamphetamine

from inside the safe.

6. Perezand Huffwere taken to the Franklin County jail. Perez agreed to

continue cooperating with investigators. However, when Perez and Huffwere released the next

day, they did not remain in contact with investigators.
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7. According to Super 8 Motel records, Perez rented roomson four separate

dates in 2016: March 6, April 28, May 4, and May 25.

8. During a later recorded confession, Perez admitted that, in early 2016, he

began to transport drugs to Missouri and South Dakota on Travis BURHOP’sbehalfand at his

direction. Petez admitted that he had delivered methamphetamine at least two or three times to

Missouri. This admission was consistent with the motel records from the Super 8 showing that

Perez had been to Missouri three times before his arrest on May 27, 2016.

9. Perez admitted that, when he was arrested on May 27, 2016, he had taken

two poundsofmethamphetamine to Missouri from California at BURHOP’s direction. Perez

delivered the first pound to a customer; the other was the pound seized by police from his motel

room,

10. Perez explained in his later confession that he did not tell BURHOP about

police seizing the poundofmethamphetamine in Missouri. Instead, Perez concocted a story. He

told BURHOP that he had seen police and he buried the methamphetamine by a river in

Missouri. Relying on Perez's story, BURHOP later directedPerezto return to Missouri and

recover the supposedly-buried pound of methamphetamine. BURHOP arranged for AB

associate Samuel KEETON to accompany Perez to find the missing pound. With KEETON by

his side, Perez pretended to look for the methamphetamine but, ultimately, they retuned to

California without the “missing” poundofmethamphetamine.
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E. July 11,2016 As part of an ongoing DEA investigation of the Aryan
Brotherhood’s drug operation, DEA undercover agent purchased heroin
from QUESENBERRY; ls delivery had been orchestrated by YANDELL
and exceuted by Aryan Brotherhood associate Samuel KEETON.

1. During the first halfof2016, DEA targeted the Aryan Brotherhood drug,

trafficking conspiracy operating in Sacramento through a seriesof undercover purchases with

AB associate Jeanna QUESENBERRY.? The undercover purchases revealed how the AB drug

operation worked. Specifically, that AB member Ronald YANDEL received drug orders from

QUESENBERRY by using a coniraband cellphone. YANDELL filled QUESENBERRY’s drug

orders by contacting AB member Travis BURHOP. BURHOP, in tur, tapped intoa network of

drug dealers to fulfill the drug orders placed by YANDELL for QUESENBERRY. Ultimately,

the undercover purchases with QUESENBERRY led to a seriesofwiretaps that uncovered

substantial evidenceofthe ongoing racketeering activities conducted by the Aryan Brotherhood.

2. Incarly July and in the days leading up to July 11, 2016, I exchanged and

recorded drug-related calls and text messages with QUESENBERRY. During these exchanges, I

arranged to payher$5,100 for about five ouncesof heroin. QUESENBERRY told me that she

was communicating with her supplier. She said that hersourcehad a southern California courier

who would bring hera large amountofheroin on the sources behalf. Phone records showed that

QUESENBERRY"s phone was in regular contact at his time with the contraband cell phone.

YANDELL was using inside Folsom prison.

9 Luseth tenm “undercover purchase” o describe an occasion when 1 bought drugs from Jeanna
QUESENBERRY without herknowin tha was a DEA special agent. Unless otherwise noted, during cach ofthe
undercover purchases described in this ATdavil as equipped witha concealed recording device, had cover
team manitoring the dal, and gave th drugs o antheragent afethe deal ws finished.
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3. Phone records indicated that, when QUESENBERRY said she was

speaking to the “runner” (ie. the courier from southern California), her phone was in contact

with a phone used by Samuel KEETON. 1 believed that KEETON used this telephone because it

was linked to his Facebook account. At this time, KEETON hadrecentlybeen released from

California state prison and was on parole.

a CDCR records described KEETON as an Aryan Brotherhood

associate. At the timeofmy July 2016 communications with QUESENBERRY, KEETON listed

a parole address of 27757 Aspel Road, number 2102, in Menifee, California. Menifee isa ity in

Souther California.

b. Laterin the investigation, agents confirmed that KEETON worked

and resided in southern California. In particular, on August 23, 2016, surveillance agents saw

KEETON leave the officeofhis purported employer, Smarthome Energy Solutions, located at

5235 E. Hunter Avenue in Anaheim, a city in southern California. Duringthe same surveillance,

agents saw KEETON and his girlfriend travel to two apartment complexes in Garden Grove and

in Fullerton, two nearby cities in southern California.

4. Onluly 11,2016, at about 5:30 p.m., QUESENBERRY told me that the.

Southern California courier was about to “pull up.” Before the call, surveillance agents followed

QUESENBERRY to her stash pad, located at 1084 Millet Way in northern Sacramento.

a Afewminutes later, agents saw KEETON arive ina silver truck

at QUESENBERRY’s stash pad. Agents saw KEETON remove an orange bag from the truck

and meet QUESENBERRY in frontofher stash pad. KEETON carried the orangebagas he and

QUESENBERRY entered her stash pad together.
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5. Ashort time later, QUESENBERRY called me and said the courier had

arived and delivered the heroin. QUESENBERRY told me that the courier had brought more

heroin than she had anticipated. Surveillance then saw QUESENBERRY leave the stash pad and

drive a short distance to meet with me for our planned drug deal.

6. During this undercover purchase, QUESENBERRY sold me about five

ounces of heroin in exchange for $5,100. The DEA Western Regional Lab subsequently

confirmed that had purchased 124.7 gramsofheroin from QUESENBERRY.

7. Surveillance agents then followed QUESENBERRY directly back to the

stash pad. Agents believed they saw QUESENBERRY hand some money to KEETON in front

of the stash pad before they went back inside the residence.

F. July 24,2016 - DEA undercover agent purchased heroin from
QUESENBERRY; Its delivery had been orchestratedby YANDELL and
exceuted by Aryan Brotherhood associate Matt HALL.

1. OnJuly 18,2016, QUESENBERRY began calling to tell me that a runner

for her source was going to deliver another load of heroin to the Sacramento area. During a

Seriesofrecorded calls, QUESENBERRY asked whetherI was interested in buying additional

heroin. If so, she would make sure the courier brought some specifically for me. I told her thatI

was interested in getting at least five ounces.'? During an undercover purchase on July 24, 2016,

10 OnJuly20,2016, the Honorable KimberlyJ. Mueller, Eastern Disct ofCalifor, authorized wiretap
interceptsofQUESENBERRY' telephone and oftelephone number916-805-3817. As explained elsewhere in this
Affidavit, agents confirmed that he latternumber belonged fo YANDELLs contraband prison cell phone.
‘Specifically, on October 25,2016, CDCR offers seized a cell phone from YANDELL's cli Folsom prison.
‘Subsequent forensic examination confirmed tht this phone used number 916-836-6149. Investigation showed that,
‘on August 25, 2016, YANDEL had asked Verizon to change this devices number fom 916-805-3817, te number
‘on which Judge Mueller had orginally authorized interception. In addition, YANDELL’s wife, Rena Rice,
'QUESENBERRY, and others were intercepted addressing the use ofthis phone as “Ronnie.”
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T ultimately bought someofthe heroin that YANDELL arranged for delivery to

QUESENBERRY.

2. During an intercepted call on July 21, at 4:42 pan., QUESENBERRY told

YANDELL that she had called “Sammy” because she had been unable to contact YANDELL. T

took this to be a reference to Samuel KEETON, the runner YANDELL had used on July 11,

because pen data demonstrated that before this intercepted reference to “Sammy,” at

approximately 4:00 p.m., QUESENBERRY attempted to contact a known number for KEETON.

3. Asthe intercepted call from July 21 continued, QUESENBERRY asked

YANDELL, “Is he still coming up tomorrow?” YANDELL said, “We'll have someone coming

pif you still need that... call me back so... I can call my partner and have it ready.”

QUESENBERRY saidshewas going to “geta final count but probablythe same thing.”

YANDELL said they needed toknowas soon as possible “so they can load him up.”

YANDELL told QUESENBERRY that he would wait for her call and then “call homeboy.”

4. Atabout:59 pm. on July 21, YANDELL made an intercepted call to

QUESENBERRY. During the intercepted call, YANDELL said, “We are having our partner

pick up some shit on a whole other trip ... you talking about 4 and a half?” QUESENBERRY

said, “T haven't been able to get hold of bothofthem.” YANDELL told her, “Weneed to do this

quick becausewealready had our boy fine it up 50 wecanhave this shit... He has to drive

down south to pick it up, then drive back and keep it at his house... We don’t want him to drive

back and forth.” QUESENBERRY said that she would keep calling her “guys.” I believe she

‘meant that she would contact her main customers to determine how much heroin they would bu.

‘That way, QUESENBERRY could relay this total order to YANDELL.
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5. Shortly afte the intercepted call with YANDELL detailed above, pen data

showed that QUESENBERRY tried to contact oneofher known heroin customers. She also sent

me an intercepted text message that read, “Ok but Ineed a count on the lunches I need from the

caterer within ahalf hour ifpossible. And it wll be tomorrow afternoon.” I understood this text

‘messageto be QUESENBERRY asking what amount of heroin I would need. 1 later received an

intercepted call from QUESENBERRY. During the call,shesaid that she wanted to confirm that

we would be able to meet the following day and that I still wanted “five,” meaning five ounces

ofheroin. 1 confirmed. She agreed to update me if our meeting time changed.

6. Atabout 5:42 pm. on July 21, QUESENBERRYmadean intercepted call

to YANDELL.Duringthecall, QUESENBERRY said, “Talked to him, he said five, five and a

half” believe she was referring to me. She also told YANDELL that shewas “waiting to hear

from the other one,” which I took to refer to her effort to reach her other identified heroin

customer. YANDELL said, “Dude is out picking up... Ho is getting some shit for meand Billy

anyway. .. This will be another oneofour litle partners.” QUESENBERRY asked, “So he is

gonna drive up here? He knows to wait for me while I meet dude?” YANDELL confirmed and

said, “He is leaving in the morning to go pick all that shit up.” YANDELL told

QUESENBERRY that he would wait to call his “partner.” He added that, ifanything changed in

the next coupleof hours, she should call him. He said that he could “change the umber before

midnight”

7. Onluly22,2016, pen register data recorded YANDELL’s phone in

contact with (213) 915-1044. Phone records showed that Travis BURHOP also attempted to

contact this number during the same time period.
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a Ibelieve that both YANDELL and BURHOP were calling this

‘umber because they wanted to confirm that the courier using this phone would be available to

deliverthe loadof heroin to QUESENBERRY. However, YANDELL’sandBURHOP's calls

were not answered.

b. Atabout4:15 pm. on July 22, YANDELL called

QUESENBERRY and said, “My partner, we sent himoverto get all that shit from Travis, and

we aint heard from him since.”

¢. During another intercepted call on July 22, at about 5:59 pm.,

YANDELL told QUESENBERRY that he had attempted to callthecourier for the drug load but

had been unable to reach him. YANDELL said he was “starting to worry sincehewas driving

with all that shit on the freeway.” During the call, YANDELL asked QUESENBERRY to make

sure the driver had not been arrested. YANDELL said the driver was named “Matt HALL” and

that she should check Los Angeles, Orange, and surrounding counties to make sure he was notin

custody.

4. YANDELL also sent text messages to this effect. For example, at

7:05 pam., he wrote: “Check orange county.”

e Atabout 10:06 pm. on July 22, YANDELL sent

QUESENBERRY a text message that read, “Got aholdof our boy and his driving up tomorrow.

‘Matt-Psycho-Hall 315/915-1044.” The phone number in this intercepted text message provided

the incorrect area code. It should havebeenarea code “213,” not “315.” Indeed, in an

intercepted textsent the next morning, YANDELL clarified HALL’scorrect phone number. He

‘wrote to QUESENBERRY, “Sorry sisterI was tired. Its 213/915-1044.”
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£  Atabout 10:12 pm. on July 22, YANDELLcalled

QUESENBERRY and said, “We're on.” He also said that he had just texted her. In the middie

oftheir conversation, YANDELL said, “He's calling me right now, Ill call you right back.”

g The pen register on YANDELL's phone showed that, at 10:13

pm., YANDELL received an incoming call from (213) 915-1044. Thepenregister also showed

that YANDELLs phone had completed calls with this number carlier that evening at 9:12 p.m.

and at 10:02 pan.

8. The nextday, on July 23, 2016, at about 10:56 a.m., QUESENBERRY

‘made an intercepted call to HALL at (213) 915-1044. During the call, HALL told

QUESENBERRY that he would not be able to come up from southern Califomia until the

following day because he had to rent a vehicle. HALL said he would leave by 11 a.m. the

following moming.

9. Atabout 6:28 p.m. on July 23, QUESENBERRY made an intercepted call

to YANDEL. During this intercepted call, QUESENBERRY asked YANDELL, “What do you

want me to do with the money?” YANDELL told QUESENBERRY, “We sill owe Travis. We

gotta send that shit down and pay Travis.” YANDELL said they needed to “send the money

down for other things we are doing.”

a With the benefit of information gained later in the investigation, I

believe YANDELL was telling QUESENBERRY to provide drug proceeds to BURHOP, who

would use the money to fund additional drug loads.

b. In particular, I believe that YANDELL’s reference to “money” was

a description of drug proceeds. T also believe his descriptionof “other things we are doing”
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referred to additional drug loads that BURHOP had or would obiain on behalfofthe enterprise.

10. Atabout 9:15 p.m. on July 23, YANDELL sent QUESENBERRY an

intercepted text message, which read: “Hi sister. Hope all is good with u. Thanku for taking

careofbussiness with the equipment. Allis set for tomorrow with Psycho coming up. Love ya

andi”

11. Atthis time, HALL was a member of Public Enemy Number One (PENI),

hoping to become a member of the Aryan Brotherhood. PENI is a white supremacist gang that

works inside and outsideofprison at the directionof the Aryan Brotherhood. As discussed

below, during later intercepted calls, YANDELL directed HALL — who hoped to join the

enterprise — to commit many crimes.

a. verified through CDCR documentation that HALL had used the

‘moniker “Psycho” while he was incarcerated. A subsequent reviewofmaterials seized from

HALL’s residence in October 2016 revealed that he spells the nickname as “Cyco.”

12. OnJuly 24,2016, agents intercepted QUESENBERRY talking to HALL

multiple times. Tn their conversations, they coordinated the Sacramento heroin delivery that

HALL was making from southern California. Examples are detailed below.

a During an intercepted call on July 24, at about 11:02 am., HALL

{old QUESENBERRY that he had been “given the green light,” was obtaining the rental vehicle,

and would be on his way up to Sacramento.

b. During an intercepted call at 11:53 am., HALL said he had

obtained a Dodge Hemi rental vehicle. QUESENBERRY gave him directions to the intersection

just around the comer from her stash houseoffNorthgate Avenue in Sacramento.
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During an intercepted call at 1:03 pm.on July 24, HALL detailed

his relationship with YANDELL. Specifically, HALL told QUESENBERRY that he and

YANDELL had been incarcerated together in the Pelican Bay SHU. HALL described how they

had participated in a hunger strike at Pelican Bay. HALL said he wasnot a “driver” buta “shot

caller.” HALL admitted that he had put in “work” for the “brothers” and would do whatever

YANDELL asked ofhim, including murder. HALL told QUESENBERRY that he was, a that

moment “strapped,” meaning that he possessed a firearm. HALL said that he was a true racist

and a true “gangster.” HALL said he was willing to commit actsofviolence from which others

shied away.

4. When HALL admitted that he had “put in work” for the “brothers,”

Ihelievethat HALL meant he had committed violent acts (“work”) while in prison to increase:

his reputation and position with the Aryan Brotherhood (“the brothers”).

13. Atabout 8:00 pm. on July 24, surveillance agents saw HALL meet with

QUESENBERRYatanAM/PM gas stationonNorthgate Avenue in Sacramento. HALL was

driving a rental vehicle. During the meeting, agents saw QUESENBERRY lead HALL to her

nearby stash pad at 1084 Millet Way. Agents saw HALL remove a bag from the vehicle and

‘accompany QUESENBERRY inside the house.

14. Atabout 8:46 pm, while QUESENBERRY was with HALL at her stash

house, I madearecorded and intercepted call to QUESENBERRY. During the call,

QUESENBERRY told me that the heroin had arrived and that we could meet shortly at the

AM/PM.

15. A short ime later, I went to the AM/PM to conduct the undercover
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purchase. Surveillance agents saw QUESENBERRY travel from the stash house at 1084 Millet

Way to the AM/PM. QUESENBERRY then met with me, and I paid her $5,200 for about five

ouncesofheroin.

a During the exchange, QUESENBERRY told me the courier who

had brought this heroin was not their normal courier. She added that the substitute courier had

rented a vehicle and was waiting for her.

b. The DEA Wester Regional Lab subsequently confirmed that I had

purchased 133.7 gramsofheroin from QUESENBERRY on July 24, 2016.

16. Surveillance agents followed QUESENBERRY back to her stash house.

A short ime after she arrived, agents saw HALL leaving the stash house in his rental vehicle. At

about 10:01 pm., HALL called QUESENBERRY, asked for dircctions outof town, and thanked.

her.

G.  July27,2016- YANDELL and QUESENBERRY discussed getting a half-
Kilogram of heroin.

1. OnJuly27,2016, between about 2:33 pam. and 3:55 pm.,

QUESENBERRY and YANDELL exchanged ten drug-related text messages. At one point,

QUESENBERRY sent a message that included the language, “And askedifcould be started with

half akey.” YANDELL responded, “Or both??” At3:55 p.m. YANDELL subsequently sent

QUESENBERRY a text message stating, “So what is look like? Sammy and Kevin r coming up

next Wednesday so let me know what u think.”

a believe that the intercepted text messages between YANDELL

and QUESENBERRY demonstrated that the two were coordinating the amountofheroin she
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anticipated needing. For example, “half a key” is often street slang forhalf ofa kilogram. 1

believe YANDELL and QUESENBERRY were discussing this so that YANDELL could have

KEETON (“Sammy”) deliver an appropriate amount during an upcoming trip

b. Ifurther believe that YANDELL’s mentionof “Kevin” was a

reference to attomey Kevin MACNAMARA. Subsequent events demonstrated that YANDELL

and SYLVESTER were using MACNAMARA'’s status as a lawyerto have lawyer visits at

Folsom prison. These lawyer visits present an advantage because, in an effort to avoid infringing

on the attorney-client privilege, California prisons do not typically monitor them. In contrast,

California prisons make audio recordingsofthe conversations that inmates have with other

visitors. YANDELL and SYLVESTER exploited this practice to benefit their ongoing.

racketeering activity. Specifically, during these lawyer visits, MACNAMARA would secretly

pass the inmates various kindsofcontraband, including cell phones, controlled substances, and

tobacco.

2. Pen datarevealed that, between 4:19 pm. and 7:39 p.m., YANDELL’s

‘phone had about eight contacts with BURHOP’s phone. They apparently spoke for more than 30

‘minutes.

a Ibeliove that, during these contacts, YANDELL was working with

BURHOP to make the appropriate amountofheroin available to QUESENBERRY.

H. August 11,2016 - YANDELL intercepts uncovered a plot to use
MACNAMARA and DEMAR to smuggle methamphetamine, cell phones, and
tobaceo into Folsom Prison.

1. Prior to August 11,2016, QUESENBERRY and I exchanged recorded

calls in which I arranged to purchase about nine and a half ounces ofheroin from her on August
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12,2016. During the recorded calls, QUESENBERRY indicated that the courier bringing the

heroin would travel from southern California on about August 10, 2016.

2. During the week prior to August 11, 2016, agents intercepted calls in

‘which QUESENBERRY discussed a plot to have KEETON transport MACNAMARA to the

Sacramento area. T speculated that MACNAMARA may have required assistance in his travel

because he uses a wheelchair. In any case, the intercepts indicated tha, once he was in the.

Sacramento area, MACNAMARA would visit SYLVESTER, an AB member and YANDELL’s

Folsom prison cellmate.

a Agents subsequently confirmed that SYLVESTER was scheduled

to have a lawyer visit him at Folsom prison on August 11, 2016.

b. Intelligence gathered in these, and later, intercepted calls allowed

law enforcement officers to disrupt a plot to smuggle contraband to SYLVESTER.

SYLVESTER seemed to have planned to receive the contraband from MACNAMARA and a

woman named Kristen DEMAR.'!

3. On August 11,2016, during the early moming hours, DEMAR sent

YANDELL intercepted text messages at about 7:17 a.m. They read, “Oh my god wifI haven't

heard from anybody about time game plan meeting place NOTHINGifthey here NOTHINGI

just know they hotel in complete opposite direction I though this supposed to not be like this agin

this shit not knowing where to go when to go or what time apt. Athasme stressed out I got 2

11 DEMARis the wifeof Charles Demar, also known as “Boots,” an inmate functioning for the
enterpriseinCalipatia stat prison at the time. Charles Demar fell under the authority ofAB member
‘Travis BURHOP.
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Kids here that I have to wake up get to dad and nobody wants to let me plan my shit that's how

shit get fucker up.”

4. YANDELL responded to DEMAR at 8:04 a.m.: “Sister call our boy

‘Sammy 951/595-9294. Alo call Gina 740-213-3509."

a Inthis intercepted text, I believe that YANDELL told DEMAR to

call Samuel KEETON (“Sammy”) and Jeanna QUESENBERRY (“Gina”) because the phone

‘numbers listed by YANDELL match the numbers used by KEETON and QUESENBERRY at

this time in the investigation. Also, intercepted calls on QUESENBERRY’sphone indicated that

KEETON and QUESENBERRY were also involved in the plot to smuggle contraband into

Folsom prison.

5. Atabout8:16 am. on August 11, agents intercepted YANDELL calling

KEETON at (951) 595-9294. This phone number matched the number that YANDELL’s text

had provided for “Sammy” earlier that morning. During the intercepted call, YANDELL gave

KEETON Kristin DEMAR’s phone number. YANDELL told him to call “Kristin” and to let her

Know the plan for that day. KEETON said he wasat a hotel waiting for QUESENBERRYto

arrive with a vacuum-seal machine. KEETON said that it would be “S today and 5 tomorrow.”

6. After this call, GPS locator information showed QUESENBERRY’s

telephone travelling from her Sacramento home to the Red LionInn in Sacramento, located at

500 Leisure Lane. Surveillance agents also traveled to this location and saw QUESENBERRY,

KEETON, DEMAR, and MACNAMARA meeting together in the rear parking lotof the hotel.

‘Agents then saw DEMAR and MACNAMARA leave in a black Toyota Sienna van registered to

the MACNAMARA Trust.
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7. Agents followed the Toyota Sienna to Folsom prison. Agents saw

DEMAR and MACNAMARA park in the parking lot and enter the prison.

a Forthe prison visit, DEMAR listedherselfas a paralegal.

b. Although SYLVESTER had a criminal case pending against him at

the time, he was representing himselfin that case. Therefore, during this meeting, I believe that

itis unlikely that MACNAMARA was acting as a lawyer representing SYLVESTER on that

case. Such representation would be inconsistent with SYLVESTER’spro se status.

8. CDCR Investigative Services Unit Sergeant Simon Ramirez said DEMAR

and MACNAMARA were allowed to meet with SYLVESTER fora legal visit. However, CDCR

investigators outfitted the meeting room with a video camera. They recorded and monitored a

visual feedofthe meeting. The room did not provide the ability to capture sound, so no audio

‘was heard or recorded.

9. Ihave reviewed the video recordingof the interaction. During the

‘meeting, DEMAR reached into a bag on MACNAMARA'’s wheelchair and produced items.

MACNAMARA wasoffscreen for mostofthe video. However, the bags on one sideofhis

‘wheelchair were visible when DEMAR reached into them. During the courseofabout 20

minutes, I could see DEMAR quickly hand SYLVESTER several items, including what

appeared to bea cell phone. DEMAR obscured her passing the contraband by holding a notepad

on topofthe items. Two stills from the surveillance video are below.
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10. When the visit concluded, CDCR officers searched SYLVESTER. They

found a new iPhone in a hand-sewn pocket on the right side ofSYLVESTER’s waistband. In the

same waistband, officers discovered three other iPhones and three vacuum-sealed baggies of

tobacco.Thetobacco weighed about 174 grams. Upon further search, officers discovered about

20 gramsofsuspected methamphetamine in SYLVESTER’ rectum. A field test retumed a

positive result for the presenceofmethamphetamine. Below is a photographofsomeofthe:

‘evidence collected.
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11. During the search, SYLVESTER asked whether DEMAR was going to get

in trouble. He made a number of incriminating statements demonstrating. that this smuggling

‘operation was an Aryan Brotherhood plot designed to benefit the enterprise.

a As officers searched SYLVESTER, he spontaneously told CDCR

Sergeant Nicholas Stake, “She. had to do this. We made her.” SYLVESTER asked Sergeant

Stakeifhe knew who DEMAR’s “old man” was. SYLVESTER then identified DEMAR’s

spouse as “Boots.”

b. SYLVESTER claimed that DEMAR had been manipulated into

bringing him contraband because she believed that the Aryan Brotherhood had targetedher

husband for death. SYLVESTER further claimed that DEMAR had been ‘manipulated into

‘believing that her husband's life ‘would be sparedif she brought contraband into the facility.

c. Sergeant Stake identified “Boots” as inmate Charles Demar, a

validated Skinhead gang member housed in Calipatria prison.

12. CDCR officials also searched MACNAMARA and DEMAR before they

left the prison grounds. In the seat cushion. of MACNAMARA’s wheelchair, the officials found

.



three new phones, plastic wrappers, and cell phone power cables.

a Investigators approached DEMAR and read her Miranda warnings.

She said she understood her rights and agreed to make a statement. According to DEMAR, she

was assisting MACNAMARA on a case involving SYLVESTER.

b. Investigators confronted DEMAR with the findingof contraband

on SYLVESTER. DEMAR dropped her head and said, “I need to think about my husband

before I say anything.” DEMAR said she wanted to cooperate butshedidn’twantto get herself

or her husband “Charlie” into more trouble. DEMAR claimed that she could die ifshe:

cooperated or said something that she wasn't supposed to say.

c.  DEMAR explained that her husband was incarcerated at Calipatria

prison and had been put “in the hat,” meaning the Aryan Brotherhood had marked him for death.

DEMAR admitted that she and MACNAMARA had visited SYLVESTER at Folsom prison on

five occasions. According to DEMAR, the first visit was just a meeting, but on a few occasions,

MACNAMARA brought contraband for SYLVESTER." At one point in the interview, DEMAR

Towered her head and said, “Know this: I wasn’t a willing participant.” Then, she said, “Just take

me to jail.” Eventually, DEMAR requested a lawyer, and questioning ceased.

4. Officers released DEMAR and MACNAMARA later that

afternoon. DEA surveillance saw DEMAR and MACNAMARA leave Folsom prison together in

a black Toyota Sienna van at about 2:50 p.m.

12 During an August 12 inercepted call between YANDEL and Rice, YANDEL implied that
MACNAMARA had smuggled its into prison for SYLVESTER on three prior occasions.
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13. AreviewofCDCR visiting records revealed that MACNAMARA and

DEMAR had visited SYLVESTER together on seven previous occasions in 2016. Specifically,

MACNAMARA and DEMAR visited SYLVESTER on February 11 and 12, March 10 and 11,

April 1, and May 12 and 13.

14. Atabout 5:04 pm. on August 11, YANDELL made an intercepted call to

his wife, Rena Rice. YANDELL told Rice that SYLVESTER had been arrested. Rice

confirmed that MACNAMARAhad been “busted.” However, she did not knowif they had.

found anything on SYLVESTER’s body. Rice said that,ifthey figured out MACNAMARA had

given the stuff to SYLVESTER, MACNAMARA would get charged.

15. Atabout 5:29 p.m. on August 11, YANDELL made an intercepted call to

KEETON. YANDELL instructed KEETON to tell MACNAMARA that the police didn’t know

anything. YANDELL told KEETON to tell MACNAMARA that if the police had known about

MACNAMARA, they would have searched him coming in and he “would have been busted up

front.” KEETON said MACNAMARA was distraught. KEETON explained that he had just put

him on a plane back to southern California. YANDELL told KEETON that he and

SYLVESTER had “never told anyone about the lawyer.”

a YANDELL sunmised that the only way law enforcement could

prove thestuffhad come from MACNAMARA was if SYLVESTER confessed. YANDELL and

KEETON agreed that they would be okay as long as the police didn’t put SYLVESTER “on

potty watch,” which would prevent SYLVESTER from passing the drugs secreted in his rectum.

bh. YANDELL and KEETON both agreed that the police locating the

additional phones in MACNAMARA’s chair still wasn’t enough proofto implicate him.
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16. Atabout 5:41 pm, KEETON called YANDELL and said he was going to

meet QUESENBERRY in the morning. KEETON wanted to knowif he needed to take the

money to “the Mexicans.” YANDELL asked whether KEETON “sill had the black,” meaning

still possessed the heroin. KEETON said no, that he had given it to QUESENBERRY the

previous evening and that QUESENBERRY was supposed to give him the money the following

day, which would be August 12, 2016. YANDELL told KEETON that he would call

QUESENBERRY and get her to lock in a time to conduct the drug deal so that she could get

KEETON the money the following morning. YANDELL said that he wanted KEETON to give

someofthe money to YANDELL’s wife and to SYLVESTER’s wife the following moming,

before KEETON left town. KEETON said MACNAMARA was “weirded out. He requested that

YANDELL call MACNAMARA and calm him down.

17. Atabout 5:50 pm., YANDELL called DEMAR. She described whathad

occurred at the prison. DEMAR said she believed that MACNAMARA cither had previously

‘worked with law enforcement or was now working with law enforcement. She thought that

MACNAMARA had “ratted” them out.

a. DEMAR said several times that she wouldn't “rat” or “talk” and

that she would just do her time. She said that she knew that someone had told on them and that

they had been set up. She believed the police had beenwaitingto “ambush” them when they

left.

bh. YANDELL said that, as long as everyone kept their mouths shut,

there was no way law enforcement could know or prove that DEMARandMACNAMARA had

brought the contraband in MACNAMARA'schair.
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18. Atabout 6:43 pm. YANDELL called KEETON and informed him that he.

should collect about $9,000 from QUESENBERRY in the morning. YANDELL further

instructed KEETON that QUESENBERRY shouldbeallowed to keep $1,500 and that KEETON

should keep $400 for his driving expenses. YANDELL said, “It should be 950 times nine and a

half”

a had arranged to pay QUESENBERRY $950 per ounceofheroin

and to buy between nine and nine and ahalf ounces. Thus, YANDELL's quoted price matched

‘my order with QUESENBERRY.

b. YANDEL told KEETON to call QUESENBERRY to have her

pinpoint a time for the following day.

© Ashort time after YANDELL spoke with KEETON,

QUESENBERRY called mic. She said her people had a “family emergency” and needed to get

outof town. Therefore, she needed to execute the heroin deal as carly as possible the following

‘moming.

4. Ibelieve the alleged “family emergency” to which

QUESENBERRY referred was MacNAMARA and KEETON now waning to leave the

Sactamento area as quickly as possible. Therefore, QUESENBERRY was trying to move up the

time for our drug deal.

I YANDELL intercepts confirmed that DEVIAR and MACNAMARA were told
to blame their contraband smuggling on Billy SYLVESTER and the Aryan
Brotherhood.

1. During an intercepted call between YANDELL and Rice, YANDELL

confirmed that SYLVESTER had told DEMAR and MACNAMARA to blame the Aryan
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Brotherhood for their smuggling contraband into Folsom prison on August 11

a In particular, on August 12, 2016,at about 8:12 p.m., YANDELL

spoke with Rice. YANDELL said thathehad instructed “Billy” (SYLVESTER) to tell DEMAR

‘and MACNAMARA that, ifanything ever happened, they should tell law enforcement that the

‘Aryan Brotherhood had threatened them. YANDELL added that DEMAR and MACNAMARA

should say that they were scared and had smuggled the contraband because they feared for their

lives.

b. During the intercepted call, YANDELL said that SYLVESTER

had told DEMAR and MACNAMARA that SYLVESTER would admit to any statements they

‘made implicating him. In this way, SYLVESTER would make sure that nothing happened to

DEMAR and MACNAMARA.

2. Inintercepted text messages sent on August 13, DEMAR and YANDELL

confirmed that DEMAR should blame SYLVESTER and the Aryan Brotherhood for her

smuggling contraband into Folsom prison. They agreed that she should do this in order to

protect DEMAR and MACNAMARA from prosceution.

3. Inparticular, the following text exchange occurred in the carly morning

hours of August 13:

DEMAR: Good morning hope all is well I just want to express my gratitude
for billy and you having my back as well as husbands and I hope:
you know we will not diasapoint you or ever go out like cowards
and I am hereif there anything u guys need I'm glad I havehad the
opportunity to meet u guysr have learned a lot and understand a
ot better

YANDELL: Thank u sister. 1's all good. Got word from B. He said remember
what he saidifthey threaten to charge u. Put it all on him and we
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will always say he told u guys to do that because they can’t do
anything to him. He wants to protectu and Kevin. No worries. Ill
keep u posted on any updates. R.

4 Inthis text exchange, I believe that YANDELL reminded DEMAR that

“Billy” SYLVESTER (“B”) had toldher to blame SYLVESTER for DEMAR’s smuggling

contraband into the prison on August 11. believe that is what YANDELL meant when he wrote

that “B said, “Put it all on him.” Confirming that SYLVESTER and the AB would back the

Story, YANDELL then wrote “we will always say he told u guys to do that.” The advantage to

this approach was that, as YANDELL pointed out, “they can’t do anything to” SYLVESTER,

who was already serving a lengthy prison term. YANDELL then made clear that the point of

this cover story is to “protect” DEMAR and “Kevin” MACNAMARA.

s On October 7, 2016, SYLVESTER returned to the cell that he shared with

YANDELL. Becauseofthe contraband seizure on August 11,2016, he had spent nearly all of

the previous two months in Administrative Segregation at Folsom prison. Upon returning to the

cell, SYLVESTER used YANDELL’s wiretapped phone to make several calls.

a During two intercepted calls on October 7, SYLVESTER made a

‘numberofadmissions about criminal activities to Carrie Sides, a woman whom law enforcement

officers believed to be his girlfriend. Specifically, SYLVESTER gave details about moving

money cared from committing crimes through his daughter and about using MACNAMARA to

smuggle contraband into the prison.

b. The first call began at about 6:37 p.m. on October 7. During the

call, SYLVESTER confirmed that Sides had the money. He then instructed her to use Western

Union to senditto SYLVESTER’s daughter, Tuesday, who lived in Redding. Sides told
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SYLVESTER that she loved him.

c. Atabout8:39 pm. on October 7, SYLVESTER called Sides again.

During this intercepted call, SYLVESTER told Sides that “the Feds” had a warrant to put a

‘camera in the room with him and his attomey. SYLVESTER said he was worried because a

brother on the streets had been busted. In addition, the brother's girl had been busted with drugs.

and guns and was lookingat 15 years in custody. They believed she was telling on them.

d. Sides also confirmed that she spoke almost every day with

QUESENBERRY via FaceTime. SYLVESTER askedif Sides would marry him, and she said

yes. SYLVESTER askedifhis mom had told Sides about his involvement with “organized.

crime,” and Sides said yes.

SYLVESTER said that nobody had known that he was bringing in

everything — phones and dope —through his attorney but that they would have a new way soon.

SYLVESTER said that YANDELL had been holding some of SYLVESTER’ money for him

and that he was going to have YANDELL bring someofthe moneyto Sides. SYLVESTER

went on at length about how they were making money and how their people did not have to

Know all the details, including the fact that Sides had been involved.

f SYLVESTER said that, now, everyone would know that, in order

to talk to SYLVESTER, they would have to go through his daughter, Tuesday. She would not

say aword ifanything happened. SYLVESTER said that a otofpeople knew who Tuesday

was.

& SYLVESTER said that Rice was going to visit YANDELL this

weekend and would bring Sides several thousand dollars on SYLVESTER’ behalf.
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SYLVESTER said that Rice had a lot oftheir money, which they would invest in an upcoming

venture.

J. August 11,2016 - YANDELL and BURHOP discuss Aryan Brotherhood
business and distribution of the enterprise’s drug proceeds.

1. On August 11,2016, at about 7:55 p.m., YANDELL received an

intercepted call from BURHOP, who was incarcerated in Calipatria prison. During the 20-

‘minute conversation, YANDELL gave extensive advice and guidance about how BURHOP

should run the enterprise’ operation in Calipatria prison.

a. During the call, BURHOP said that he had just spoken with

Charles Demat, aka “Boots,” the husbandofDEMAR. YANDELL explained that BURHOP

needed to “close ranks” down there, keep Charles Demar close, and set rules to establish order

‘among the white inmates at Calipatria prison.

b. YANDEL explained that, in the past, he told white inmates that

he would kill themif they bought drugs from someoneofanother race. YANDELL said it was

easier to kill the non-conforming white inmates than to start fights over the yard. YANDELL

said that, ifany of the inmates didn’t follow BURHOP’s rules, he should “make one drop,”

‘meaning kill him. YANDELL said BURHOP should not do the killing himself.

¢. BURHOP said that his distribution organization was doing well

even though he had “made amends with” another group within Calipatria prison. BURHOP said

the Mexicans" distribution was doing poorly and that they were mad about the stateof their drug

business. BURHOP said that the “Mexican” inmates owed him money.
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d. YANDELL said that, because SYLVESTER had been caught with

contraband earlier that day, YANDELL was afraid to use PayPal to move money. Instead, he

was going to send KEETON down to southern California and have KEETON give BURHOP

$7,000. This way, BURHOP could hold the money for SYLVESTER. YANDELL said he

would send more money in the future. Then, YANDELL would instruct BURHOP to send

postal money orders to various people connected to SYLVESTER.

2. On August 11,2016, at about 8:24 p.m. YANDELL made an intercepted

call to an unknown man using telephone number (747) 256-5983. YANDELL told this man that

he had just spoken to BURHOP. YANDELL described what had happened to SYLVESTER and

what had been seized. He said that he did not wantto say anything over the telephone and that

he would talk to the unknown man the following day. YANDELL said he was going to “take it

up a notch” even though everyone knew that they were the inmates responsible for bringing

phones into the prison. YANDELL reiterated that he would speak to the unknown man in person

the following day.

a. Based upon subsequent intercepts and investigation, I believe that

Michael “Mosca” TORRES was the male useroftelephone number (747) 256-5983.

bh. Atthe timeofthis intercepted call, TORRES was a memberofthe

Mexican Mafia prison gang. He was also incarcerated at Folsom prison.

©. Given their incarceration in the same prison, it makes sense that

YANDELL would speak with TORRES in person rather than over the phone. It also makes

sense given that YANDELL was concemed about SYLVESTER’s having been caught with

contraband.
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d. Phone records showed that the number (747) 256-5983 was in

contact with BURHOP's phone number at about this time.

K. August 11,2016 - YANDELL and HALL discuss connecting Matt HALL to
BURHOP’s heroin supply and a plot to kill Aryan Brotherhood member
Kenneth Johnson.

1. Atabout 11:51 p.m. on August 11,2016, YANDELL made an intercepted

call to HALL. The call lasted about one hour and 19 minutes. Duringthe call, YANDELL and

HALL discussed issues within the Aryan Brotherhood. In addition, YANDELL said that he was

getting heroin for $750 an ounce. HALL asked to purchase some heroin. YANDELL said he

would contact BURHOP on HALL’ behalf. HALL indicated that he also wanted to purchase

several ouncesofmethamphetamine because he was expected to deliver t to AB commission

Member Daniel “Danny” TROXELL. HALL said he was doing work for TROXELL and being

harassed by AB member “Kenwood,” whom agents subsequently identified as Kenneth Johnson.

2. YANDELL explained how the enterprise was functioning at that time.

‘Specifically, YANDELL said that he and SYLVESTER were drug distribution partners.

'YANDELL also said that he and TROXELL were attempting to “build an army.” YANDELL

said that HALL was nearly a full Aryan Brotherhood member. Making him an official member

was justa “formality.”

3. During the intercepted call, YANDELL identifiedhimselfas being one of

the AB's three commission members. YANDELL boasted that everything was run through him.

'YANDELL identified TROXELL and David “Big Country” Chance as the other two

commission members.
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4. HALL said that he had done a “hot” “lick at the hotel” and that, ifyou

don’t get caught in 72 hours, you are good.” HALL explained that Johnson had violated this rule

because he wanted proceeds from the robbery within the first 48 hours. HALL thought this was

very foolish.

a Asexplained below, I believe that HALLS reference to the “hot”

“fick at the hotel” referred to a robbery/homicide in Anaheim on July 13, 2016, in which a crew

of three men attempted to rob another drug dealer and oneof the crew members was shot and

Killed.

bh. Talso believe that, based on his statements, HALL intended to

funnel money from this robbery to Johnson.

5. YANDELL said that he had spoken to TROXELL extensively about how

hewanted Johnson “put on the shelf” meaning killed. YANDELL instructed HALL not to

answer to Johnson or to give him money. Several times, YANDELL said that he was going to

have Johnson killed and had issued “a murder order.”

6. An Orange County Sheriff's Homicide Special Investigations detective

subsequently verified that two people had been arrested in July 2016 after they accidentally shot

and killed oneof their own accomplices during a hotel robbery. Specifically, on July 13, 2016,

that extortion scheme resulted in the murderof Daniel Richardson in Anaheim, Califomia. The

individuals involved in the robbery attempt were known subordinates of HALL.

a Orange County homicide investigators believed that HALL and

Johnson were directing the hotel robbery crew. Tn particular,I learned from the detective that

between June-July 2016, HALL and Aryan Brotherhood member Kenneth Johnson conspired to
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extort, and aided and abetted the extortionof $2,500 from associatesofthe Aryan Brotherhood

based upon abeliefthat the associates had violated Aryan Brotherhood’s code of conduct.

Information on a phone recovered from one of the robbers linked the crew directly to Johnson.

‘The phone information gave specifics about the plot to get money from the robbery and from

ongoing drug sales.

b. In particular, the robbery crew set up the “lick” in order to obtain

‘money they would use to pay off Johnson. They owed a debt to Johnson because the crew

‘members had formed a white supremacist gang without recciving the Aryan Brotherhood’s prior

approval thus running afoulofthe enterprises codeofconduct. Johnson had imposed a tax on

the crew members for this unauthorized behavior.

Multiple intercepted calls between YANDELL and others about

this topic made clear that YANDELL and other Aryan Brotherhood members were not aware of

Johnson's extortion scheme. YANDELL was very upset with Johnson because the extortion

scheme ultimately led to a botched robbery/murder which, in turn, would increase law

enforcement scrutinyofthe Aryan Brotherhood and its associates, especially Matt HALL.

YANDELL viewed HALL as a valuable out-of-custody resource who had been compromised by

Johnson's behavior. Moreover, Johnson had acted without informing YANDELL, TROXELL,

or any other Aryan Brotherhood member about his extortion scheme and YANDELL therefore

considered Johnson to be in violation of the gang’s code because he was seeking to enrich

himselfand not acting to benefit the enterprise.

4. Because YANDELL claimed in ths intercepted call that he had

issued a kill order for Johnson, agents consulted with authorities at Kern Valley prison, where
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Johnson was housed. Authorities placed him in protective custody to prevent his potential

murder.

On April 4,2018, an Orange County Superior Court jury found

Johnson guiltyofthree countsofconspiracy to commit a crime, violations of California Penal

Code § 182(a)(1). The jury also retuned a gang enhancement for cach crime. The verdicts

related to the July 13, 2016 robbery that resulted in a homicide. On May 4, 2018, an Orange:

County Superior Court judge sentenced Johnson to 25 years to life in prison for these erimes.

f HALL was initially charged in this proscoution but was later

dismissed fromthecase by the Superior Court judge. The Orange County District Attorneys

Office appealed that determination and it was later overturned on appeal in November 2018.

Since that time, HALL has not been located to face the reinstated charges in Orange County.

L. August 12,2016- DEA undercover agent purchased heroin from
QUESENBERRY; Is delivery had been orchestrated by YANDELL and
exceuted by KEETON, who delivered proceeds to BURHOP.

1. Afteraseriesofrecorded calls and texts, I met with QUESENBERRY on

August 12, 2016, at about 11:00 a.m.,in the parking lot ofa Smart and Final store located at

3315 Northgate Boulevard in Sacramento. During our meeting, I paid QUESENBERRY $8,800

for about nine and ahalf ounces ofheroin.

a. The DEA Wester Regional Lab subsequently confirmed that I had

purchased 231.7 grams of heroin from QUESENBERRY.

2. After the drug deal, surveillance agents followed QUESENBERRY

directly back to her stash pad. Moments later, agents saw KEETON drive away from the stash

pad in MACNAMARA’s van.
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3. Atabout 2:06 pm. on August 12, YANDELL placed an intercepted call to

KEETON. During the call, KEETON said that he had met QUESENBERRY and received

$8,800 from her. KEETON explained that he had given $1,275 back to QUESENBERRY and

Kept $400 for his trouble and expense. YANDELL approved this allocation of the drug money.

a YANDELL told KEETON to take allof the remaining drug money

—about $7,125 — to BURHOP. YANDELL explained that BURHOP would send YANDELL

money orders whenever they needed money. KEETON said he would be meeting BURHOP’s

sister the following day after work.

4 The following day, August 13, 2016, agents intercepted calls and texts

between YANDELL and KEETON. During their communication, KEETON indicated that he

had met with BURHOP’s sister and successfully tumed over the money.

M. August 14,2016 ~ YANDELL, Rice, and QUESENBERRY discussed Folsom
Prison interdiction and the Aryan Brotherhood’s heroin business.

1. On August 14,2016, at about 4:57 pm., YANDELL received an

intercepted call from Rice. Rice said that she was with QUESENBERRY. She also said that

QUESENBERRY had some additional phones that had not been seized during the August 11

attempt to smuggle contraband to SYLVESTER at Folsom prison.

2. During the intercepted call, QUESENBERRY began speaking to

'YANDELL over Rice's phone. QUESENBERRY explained that she had purchased allof the:

telephones — both those seized and those stil in her possession —at Walmart.

3. Asthe call progressed, YANDELL told QUESENBERRY that his drug

suppliers would drop the priceof heroin by $100 per ounceif her customer could buy nine and a
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halfounces twice a month. I believed YANDELL was referring to me and my undercover

heroin purchases from QUESENBERRY.

4. YANDELL also said that he would gather everyone's phone numbers and

provide them to QUESENBERRY. This way,if YANDELL were “rolled up” by prison

authorities, QUESENBERRY could continue to obtain BURHOP's heroin through KEETON.

'YANDELL reiterated to QUESENBERRY that, as long as they kept distributing heroin and

saving their money, eventually they would be “the cartel.”

N. August 16,2016—YANDELL and BURHOP discussed Mexican Mafia
Member Michael TORRES connecting them to a high-quality heroin
supplier.

I. On August 16,2016, at about 5:29 pm, YANDELL made an intercepted

call to BURHOP. During the call, YANDELL asked BURHOPif there was any way that they

could be connected to organized crime without any drugs. YANDELL then described in detail

the circumstances leading to SYLVESTER’ being caught on August 11 with contraband at

Folsom prison.

2. YANDELL expressed hisbeliefthat the authorities couldn’t prove that

MACNAMARA and DEMAR had been the sourceofthe contraband found on SYLVESTER’s

person. YANDELL said he expected to receive new phones shortly and would then sell his

current phone for $1,500 within the prison.

3. Regarding their ongoing heroin-trafficking business, YANDELL asked

how much money BURHOP had received. YANDELL also asked BURHOP how much money

was still owed for the heroin distributed by QUESENBERRY on August 12, 2016. BURHOP

said he wasn't too concerned about the money owed. YANDELL said that they owed BURHOP
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“3 grand for the elbow,” that i, $3,000 for a poundofheroin. YANDELL said “homegirl” (a

term used for QUESENBERRY) owed them a lot of money and that she had giventhem a

$38,000 Jecp that she had purchased using a stolen identity.

a Atthe time ofthis intercepted call, I was aware that YANDELL

‘was referring to QUESENBERRY based upon prior intercepted calls between YANDELL and

QUESENBERRY.

4. Asthe intercepted call progressed, YANDELL discussed the heroin that I

purchased from QUESENBERRY on August 12, 2016. YANDELL said that he understood

from QUESENBERRY that the heroin obtained from “Mosca for 600” was “the shit.” took

this to mean that TORRES had sold the enterprise high quality heroin for $600 an ounce.

YANDELL said that Mosca had “an unlimited supply”of heroin, and YANDELL was going to

try and get it for “500 apiece for allofthem.” Itook this to mean that YANDELL would try to

negotiate a priceof $500 per ounceofheroin. BURHOP said, “With 40, that's 20 thousand.”

took this to mean that,ifeach kilogramoftar heroin contained 40 ounces, then a kilogram would

cost $20,000. YANDELL said BURHOP had Mosca’s number. Then,ifanything happened to

'YANDELL, Mosca would know that BURHOP was part of it all. YANDELL also said that

Mosca trusted BURHOP. YANDELL said that he would make sure that BURHOP and Mosca

were dealing directly with one another.

5. YANDELL went on to mention that he soon hoped to obtain three phones,

a piece of black (meaning an ounceofheroin),halfofwhite (meaning ahalfounce of

methamphetamine), a stoftools, glue, a cutter, and a drill bit. He said these items would be

hidden in a package delivered to another Folsom prison inmate.
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6. On August 16,2016, at 5:59 p.m., YANDELLmadeanintercepted call to

BURHOP. YANDELL asked BURHOP to send his girl amoney order and to send it toa P.O.

Box address that YANDELLwasgoingto text. YANDELL told BURHOP to send seven $1,000

money orders. YANDELL asked whether BURHOP wanted in on the next trip and to “have it

‘parked somewhere for him.” BURHOP said that he did. YANDELL said he didn’t trust anyone

except BURHOP to “buy a pileofthat shit and have it stockpiled somewhere.” YANDELL said

that he was going to ry to make the most money on this next trip and sce what they could get

from Mosea. BURHOP agreed.

7. Asdiscussed below, agents confirmed the drug trafficking partnership

between the Aryan Brotherhood and TORRES by intercepting subsequent calls between

'YANDELL and BURHOP and, on October 24, 2016, by seizing TORRES’s heroin from

BURHOP's Fontana stash pad. That seizure is discussed in detailed below.

0. August 19,2016 - YANDELL and BURHOP agreed that BURHOP would
supply heroin to HALL.

I. On August 19,2016, at about 4:59 p.m., YANDELL made an intercepted

call to BURHOP. During this call, YANDELL said that he had just spoken to HALL and that

“they just got 2,500 in their P.O. Box.” YANDELL emphasized again that they got the money

and that HALL had money on him right then. YANDELL said HALL wanted to know if

BURHOP had a “picceofblack,” meaning an ounceofheroin, for him. BURHOP said that he

hadone if HALL wanted to “drive up to mitch.”

2. YANDELL said that HALL would have to drive “his ass off” to get

heroin from BURHOPs network. HALL was amenable to driving to get the heroin.
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3. Duringa truncated follow-up call at about 5:03 p.m., YANDELL told

BURHOP that HALL had $350 on him and would give BURHOP another $400 ina day.

BURHOP told YANDELL that HALL had just called him. Therefore, it was okay for HALL to

0 to BURHOP’s homeboy’ house.

4. BURHOP complained about the qualityof his new phone. YANDELL

confirmed that he would be receiving a new phone shipment shortly and would hook BURHOP

up.

5. During the same day, August 19, starting at about 9:09 p.m., YANDELL

and BURHOP exchanged the following intercepted text messages:

YANDELL: Did uevertell Boots to have Kristen chill out? That attorney

BURHOP: I falked to him...So...U know shewearsthe pants in there
relationship tho...

YANDEL: Shits got me tripping

BURHOP: That's oneofthe reasons I changed my number

YANDELL: I'm changing mine when I renew my plan on the 24th

BURHOP: Its like us said... Whats there to talk about nowI would .. Is she
getting atu sill too?

YANDELL: YeahI truly believe they're trying to set me up. That attorney left
‘me a weird message. All he said is, if i's so important to me?
Huh?

BURHOP: does that mean?

YANDEL: Yes she just left me atext to call her

BURHOP: Sammy should go talk to him in person... think

YANDELL: Yes
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BURHOP: I'mtalking to Sammy

6. Inthis text message exchange, I believe that YANDELL told BURHOP

that DEMAR and MACNAMARA were continuing to contact him about the August 11 seizure of

contraband from SYLVESTERat Folsom prison.

a YANDELL confided in BURHOP that DEMAR’s and

MACNAMARA's efforts to contact him made him uncomfortable: Hewas starting to think that

they were cooperating with law enforcement, YANDELL said that DEMAR, in particular, had

attempted to contact him on other occasions.

b. Inthe exchange, I believe BURHOP told YANDELL that DEMAR

and MACNAMARA were bothering him as well. BURHOP explains that DEMAR’s contacts

were one reason that he changed his telephone number.

© YANDELL also said that MACNAMARA (“that attorney”) had left

him a strange voicemail message.

4. Toward the endofthe exchange,I believe that BURHOP

suggested that KEETON (“Sammy”) should speak with MACNAMARA in person and figure out

‘whether MACNAMARA was cooperating with law enforcement.

e  BURHOP texted “I'm talking to Sammy” at 9:24 p.m. on August

19,2016. Toll data shows that, beginning at 9:22 p.m. that night, BURHOP’s number had an 11-

‘minute call with KEETON’s number.

7. Atabout 9:35 pm. on August 19, YANDELL received an intercepted call

from KEETON.
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8. During the call, KEETON said that “DOJ out ofLA County” had stopped

a car in which he was riding. KEETON said officers had arrested his friend, a gang member, on

an outstanding warrant, KEETON said that his parole officer had come over today and that she.

was cool. KEETON said that he was worried because nobody had been arrested after the

SYLVESTER incident. KEETON said that was how the feds worked: They waited several years

waiching you and everyone else. This was why KEETON wasn't talking to MACNAMARA.

9. YANDELL explained that he was in a federal indictment and knew how

that worked. YANDELL said that the only way they could roll them all up isif the feds got

them talking on the phones about DEMAR, MACNAMARA, SYLVESTER, the dope, the

‘phones, etc., and got them to adit that theywerepart ofa conspiracy.

10. YANDELL explained that he was busted ona federal wiretap in 1990.

'YANDELL said he admitted his guilt by saying to a guy on the East Coast, “Whereismy 650

pounds?” The DEA had then come and arrested him. YANDELL told KEETON to be careful

and tha,if the feds came for them, then it would bea RICO case.

P.  August20-21,2016 - YANDELL, BURHOP, and TROXELL discussed plot
to murder Aryan Brotherhood member James Mickey at Calipatria Prison.

1. On August 20,2016, at about 10:03 p.m., YANDELL made an intercepted

call to BURHOP. During their 25-minute conversation, YANDELL and BURHOP discussed the

situation with MACNAMARA and DEMAR. YANDELL said that “the Mobster, Mosca,” “has

dudes on the line” in “Old” Folsom State Prison. T took this to mean that TORRES had contacts

in the administrative segregation portionofFolsom prison, where SYLVESTER was housed
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after the August 11 contraband seizure. YANDEL explained that “Mosca” was going to have

a phone delivered to SYLVESTER so that he could communicate from Old Folsom.

2. During the intercepted call, BURHOP said that “Mickey” had “hitA yard”

in Calipatria prison, where BURHOP was incarcerated at the time.

a “Mickey” was subsequently identified as Aryan Brotherhood

‘member James Mickey.

b. BURHOP said that someone named “Sam” had authority on the A

yard where Mickey was located. Sam had relayed that Mickey claimed someone named “John”

had told him to lay low, step down, andnotbe in politics. YANDELL said that he was “goingto

have that dude (Mickey) hit.” YANDELL said he had attempted to contact the other AB

commissioner Daniel “Danny” TROXELL the previous night but had been unsuccessful.

However, YANDELL told BURHOP that TROXELL had previously agreed that Mickey should

be killed. BURHOP confirmed this understanding and said he had spoken to TROXELL that

‘morning and TROXELL had agreed with this and TROXELL thought that Mickey should be

“whacked,” meaning killed, as soon as possible.

©. YANDELL reiterated that BURHOP needed to “have dude hit”

and asked whether BURHOP had somebody to do it. BURHOP discussed AB associates that he

could have commit the murder. These people included “Jason from Modesto” and “Ripper,” a

‘memberofthe PENI gang.

d° YANDELL said that they would be hesitant to do it because

Mickey was afullAryan Brotherhood member. AB associates wouldexpectto get in trouble for

killing an enterprise member.
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e.  BURHOP said that the AB associates already knew Mickey was in

trouble. YANDELL said they needed to get somebody to “kill his ass,” not just stab him a

coupleoftimes, because they needed to send a message. BURHOP said he had spoken fo

TROXELL about this. According to BURHOP, TROXELL agreed that Mickey had to be killed,

the sooner, the better.

f YANDELL made clear that he wanted to “have his ass killed.”

YANDELL counseled BURHOP that there would be a lot of law enforcement scrutiny when an

AB member was killed. YANDELL said the assassins should take precautions, including

cleaning out their cells in advance ofthe killing.

&  BURHOP and YANDELL then discussed various ways to kill

Mickey. For example, YANDELL said that Mickey could be “choked out” and then stabbed

through the eye socket, YANDELL lamented that few people knew how to stab anyone to death

anymore.

h. YANDELL said that BURHOP's handling this killing would “go a

long way” and would “be a nice feather in your cap.” I interpreted this as YANDELL saying

that Mickey's killing would strengthen BURHOP's attempt to become a full memberof the:

Aryan Brotherhood.

i. YANDELL and BURHOP agreed that it was important that no one

find out aheadoftime that Mickey was going to get hit. If others learnedoftheir plan, law

enforcement officers would just “roll him up” into protective custody.

J BURHOP asked whether Mickey had been stealing money.

'YANDELL confirmed that Mickey had stolen money from the AB. YANDELL said that, in
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addition, Mickey had not immediately retaliated against someone who was on Mickey's yard and

‘who had harmed an AB member in the past. T interpreted this to mean that Mickey's failure to

immediately retaliate against an enemyof the Aryan Brotherhood was a reason for Mickey to be

Killed.

kK Laterin the call, YANDELL said that BURHOP should make it

clear to the would-be killers that the murder was “top secret.” YANDELL told BURHOP to

‘emphasize that,ifthe assassins told anyone, they would be “put in the hat,” meaning marked for

their own death. YANDELL said killing “a brother” was scious business.

IL Based on this call, DEA and CDCR investigators alerted Calipatria

prison authorities that Mickey's life was in danger. CDCR officials promptly placed Mickey

into protective custody.

3. On August21,2016, at about 8:30 p.m, YANDELL received an

intercepted call from BURHOP. During the call, BURHOP told YANDELL that he had bad

‘news: Prison authorities had taken Mickey into protective custody. Mickey had only been out on

the yard for three days.

4. During the call, YANDELL said Mickey might come back out, but

BURHOP said he didn’t know. YANDELL said he talked to TROXELL last night about what

they wanted to do. YANDELL relayed to TROXELL that he had told BURHOP to handle that

the best way BURHOP could, because even though Mickey was an AB brother, BURHOP was

“up for the chip,” meaning eligible for membership in the Aryan Brotherhood.
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5. BURHOP said he was going to get the lockup order tomorrow, so he

would find outin a couple days why Mickey was locked up. YANDELL told BURHOP not to

worry about Mickey as longashewasn’t still out there. BURHOP said Mickey was put on that

yard for a reason. BURHOP said that, ifMickey had been put on eitherof the other two yards,

he would have been done that same day. YANDELL said it was all good: The main thing was to

establish that foundation. YANDELL said they needed to do shit right and be disciplined.

Q.  August21,2016~ YANDELL promised CORBETT admission to the Aryan
Brotherhoodifhe murdered AB associate Paul Diaz.

1. OnAugust21,2016, at about 9:02 p.m, YANDELL made an intercepted

call to Jason “Jake” CORBETT, an Aryan Brotherhood associate incarcerated at High Desert

prison. During this 13-minute call, YANDELL confirmed that CORBETT would become a

‘member of the Aryan BrotherhoodifCORBETT murdered Paul “Dreamer” Diaz." Diaz wasan

Aryan Brotherhood associate also incarcerated at High Desert. YANDELL and CORBETT also

13 A*lock up order” is a CDCR 114D form tha is used as an nial basis to justify putting an inmate into
Administrative Segregation (commonly refered t as “lock up). An inmate can be locked up based upon a need to
protect the inmate from assault or o remove an inmate who posesa security threat {0 other inmates. As part ofthe.
due process afforded California inmates, the CDCR form 114D is prepared by a lieutenant. The form is then
reviewed by a captain. Ifthe captain agrees with the proposed course ofaction in the form 114D, then th case is
sent to an Institutional Classification Committe fora final decision. The Committee is usually made up ofthe
warden,chief deputy warden, associate warden and captain.

14 Duingan August21, 2016, intercepted call between YANDELL and TROXELL, YANDEL confirmed
that he and SYLVESTER weresponsoring CORBETTforAryan Brotherhood membership. YANDELL explained
that, duringthe previousfouryears, CORBETT had run High Desert efecively. YANDELL told TROXELL that
SYLVESTER had known CORBETT for a long time and that CORBETT was loyal. YANDEL explained that
‘CORBETT had offered o kill an AB member named “K-Bob.” Moreover, CORBETThad offered commit the
‘murder while CORBETTheldaphone nearby, thereby allowing YANDELL to lsento K-Bob’s murder. Later
intercepted cals revealed that tis murderwascalledoffby YANDELL. In uct,duringone intercepted cal,
YANDEL spoke to K-Bob and K-Bob expressedrelief that they had cleared up confusion about K-Bob's alleged
bad standing with the Aryan Brotherhood.
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discussed YANDELL’s vision for the Aryan Brotherhood moving forward and a past murder

that YANDELL committed on behalfofthe enterprise.

2. CORBETT told YANDELL that CORBETT had tried to reason with Diaz.

but that Diaz had adeath wish. Therefore, CORBETT planned to “smoke his ass.” Later in the

call, YANDELL told CORBETT that he should “smoke his ass” if “Dreamer” ended up on

CORBETT's yard. Then, YANDELL said, CORBETT “would have his motherfucking rock.”

CORBETT said he hoped that Diazdidend up on CORBETT’s yard at High Desert. CORBETT

also said that he talked to “Bobby.”'$ CORBETT said that, ifneeded, “Bobby” and four other

inmates functioning for the enterprise had a plan to kill Diaz ifhe remained on his current yard.

a. During this investigation, YANDELL used phrases like “carn your

tock,” “camed his rock,” and “making the rock shine” to convey to CORBETT, BURHOP, and

HALL that they were in line to carn membership in the Aryan Brotherhood. YANDELL said

that they were in such a position because they had completed various criminal projects, typically

involving the murder ofa high-value target.

3. YANDELL told CORBETT that CORBETT was going to be a partof “the

new Aryan Brotherhood,” that they were “going to shine the rock and move.” YANDELL

explained that they had connections that would make pounds and kilogramsofdrugs available to

members and associates when they were released from prison. YANDELL's language implied

that the enterprise would provide its newly-released members and associates with ready sources

15 Investigator believe CORBETTwas refering to Bobby Stockion, an inmate who eventually murdered two
peoplea High Desert prison.
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ofdrug-dealing income. YANDELL said that the Aryan Brotherhood wanted members they.

could trust, not drug addicts.

4. During the conversation, YANDELL boasted that he had killed for the

Aryan Brotherhood in 1986. He said that he had killed in the Tracy Prison for an AB member

named Bobby Wayne Smith. YANDELL told CORBETT that he was under the impression that

all AB members had killed. However, he leamed that not all members had committed a murder

specifically for the enterprise.

a CDCR investigators subsequently corroborated the murder to

which YANDELL referred. They found that, on November 26, 1986, inmate Leslic Jones was.

murdered at the CDCR facility in Tracy, California. ‘This facility is known as Deuel Vocational

Institute.

bh. OnJanuary 16, 1987, YANDELL and two others were charged in

San Joaquin County Superior Court with murdering Jones. According to San Joaquin County

‘Sheriff's Department Detective Bassett, YANDELL was tried and acquittedof Jones's murder.

Another defendant was tried separately and also found not guilty.

5. On August 22,2016, between about 7:30 p.m. and 8:30 pm., YANDELL

exchanged numerous text messages with CORBETT about the plot to kill Diaz.

a. During the exchange, YANDELL said that he had discussed killing

Dreamer with TROXELL and DANIEL. In the texts, YANDELL confirmed that DANIEL had

put Diaz “in the hat,” meaning DANIEL had marked Diaz for death. YANDELL also confirmed

that TROXELL had agreed that Diaz should be killed. In the text message printed below,
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'YANDELL further confirmed that, after discussing it with TROXELL (“DT”), he had sponsored

CORBETT for Aryan Brotherhood membership.

YANDELL: What's up brother? Hope ur doing okay. Just wanted u to know I just
got done talking to DT. Told him I putuup so its official. 1 know you'll
make the Rock shine. Take care. Brotherly love.

CORBETT: All my love and respects to you! Best news i ever got, please know my
appreciaton [sic] is huge. My heart s swelled up right now. Thank you
brother, yes i will make it shine! All good here and hopeyouare good
as well Talk to ya soon. Love and respect as always.

b. Because YANDELL claimed that the Aryan Brotherhood had

issued an order to kill Diaz, agents consulted with authorities at High Desert prison. As a result,

Diaz was placed in protective custody.

R. August26,2016~YANDELL and Aryan Brotherhood member Brant
DANIEL discussed evidence of an ongoing criminal enterprise that would be
gathered by wiretapping their contraband cellphones.

1. OnAugust26,2016, at about 5:54 p.m., YANDELL and Aryan

Brotherhood member Brant DANIELbegan an intercepted call in which they discussed their

beliefthat phones were being tapped. However, they didn’t believe that they were being

tapped right then. YANDELL said that signs on his contraband prison phone had led him to

believe that data was being secretly stolen. YANDELL believed that the authorities were trying

to put the piecesofthe puzzle together. However, YANDELL didn’t tink it mattered what any

16 Brant DANIEL’ status as en Aryan Brotherhood member was apparent during the intercepted calls with
‘YANDEL because the two frequently discussed enterprise business at various prisons and YANDELL addressed
"DANIEL with levelofrespect consistent with him addressing anther member. Independently, CW-1 admitted
that he and YANDELL sponsored Brant DANIEL for membership in the Aryan Brotherhood while al tee were
incarcerated at Pelican Bay.
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informant told them: If the authorities didn’t have him “ordering shit,” then they couldnt do

anything.

a. YANDELL said that the authorities knew he was a shot-caller,

‘meaning an influential leader, in “the Brand.” YANDELL said that the only way “the feds”

could get them was on a conspiracy.

b. YANDELL and DANIEL discussed the situation with Kenneth

“Kenwood” Johnson, HALL, and the July 2016 murder in Anaheim. They discussed how the

murder had occurred and how they had used their respective phones, which could now be linked

to the phones seized from the guys on the street.

c. YANDELL said that, despite the law enforcement scrutiny caused

by the Anaheim murder, “we still have to commit crimes.” YANDELL said that law

enforcement would have arrested him by now if they knew YANDELL “had moved on dude.

Already it's a conspiracy, RICO, organized crime, ordered a hit on another prisoner.”

S$. August27 and 28,2016 - YANDELL and BURHOP discussed Aryan
Brotherhood business including drug traffickingwith Mexican Mafia
Member Michacl TORRES.

1. OnAugust27,2016, at about 7:16 pim., YANDELL placed an intercepted

call to BURHOP. During the call, BURHOP said he had receiveda Facebook message stating

that someone at his prison was cooperating with law enforcement and providing information

about BURHOP. YANDELL saidhehad spoken to HALL and Donald “Popeye” MAZZA.

YANDELL said there was an incarcerated Skinhead named “Knuckles” who had “a pipeline” for

getting phones and heroin info the prisons. YANDELL said that he was going to tell HALL and

MAZZA that BURHOP was about to become a full AB member. Therefore, in matters
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regarding Knuckles, they should go through BURFOP. That would be the proper “chain of

command.”

2. YANDELL counseled BURHOP about how to control the inmates at his

prison. Specifically, YANDELL said that BURHOP needed to “micromanage” his people so

that they did not get outof hand. YANDELL said that he told the white inmates at his prison

that they would be stabbed and killed if they owed more than $200. YANDELL said he had

people ready to commit violence. He had told specific people that they were going to get killed

if they were disrespectful. YANDELL explained thathedidn’t care ifhe went back to the SHU,

meaning the Security Housing Unit.

3. BURHOP discussed problems he had with underlings who were handing

out dope but not collecting money. BURHOP said he needed to put them in their place.

YANDELL said that he and SYLVESTER had faith in BURHOPs abilities. YANDELL asked

‘when they had last “butchered” anyone on BURHOP’s “line.” BURHOP said thatithad been

several weeks.

4. BURHOP said that he had unsuccessfully attempted to contact Mosca.

YANDELL said that they had promoted BURHOP to the Mexican Mafia, who had told their

people, and this word had spread. Therefore, the authorities knew that they were all in contact.

5. YANDELL said he had spoken to TROXELL about BURHOP and

vouched for his qualities, including BURHOP’s willingness to killif needed. According to

YANDELL, TROXELL agreed that they should change the enterprise's policy about having to

Kill someone to become an AB member. TROXELL said that, ifa candidate had already killed

someone, it was stupid to waste somebody they already knew was good to do it. YANDELL
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said that SYLVESTER agreed as well. YANDELL explained that just killing someone didn’t

‘make the person a viable AB member.

6. YANDELL believed that they were going to have to kill Johnson because

he was in trouble and could not be trusted.

7. OnAugast 28,2016, at about 6:59 p.m, YANDELL received an

intercepted call from BURHOP. During the call, YANDELL asked whether BURHOP had

spoken to Mosca. BURHOP said he was trying. BURHOP asked YANDELL ifhe should call

Mosca. YANDELL saiditwas up to BURHOP. YANDELL was just curious. BURHOP said

he would “hit Mosca up when itis time to do something on the shit.” YANDELL told BURHOP

he should speak to Mosca “and tell him that things are the same.” YANDELL then told

BURHOP that “it would bestifyou call him” so that BURHOP could “cover yourself. Because

listen bro: You know, you're there for us, andthey re there for him. So we're gonna take your

word for i, and Pm sure he’s gonna take his people’s word for it, you know. Even though he

trusts us, he knows we're trusting you so...”

8. BURHOP then asked YANDELL forMosca’s number because, BURHOP

explained, Mosea’s number was in BURHOP’s other phone. YANDELL said he would get

Mosca’s number outofhis phone and send it to BURHOP.

9. In this call, believe YANDELL told BURHOP that BURHOP should

communicate directly with TORRES and not rely on YANDELL to speak for BURHOP. Based

on the contextofthis and other calls, I believe YANDELL and BURHOP were discussing issues.

over drug debs allegedly owed by white and southern Hispanic inmates in Calipari prison. 1

believe YANDELL suggested that BURHOP talk directly to TORRES about the issucs.
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YANDELL seemed to think that, because TORRES had authority over the southern Hispanic

inmates at BURHOP's prison, their direct conversation would resolve the disputes more easily.

10. Atabout 7:29 pm., on August 28, 2016, BURHOPsentan intercepted text

to YANDELL. It read, “Please send mosca’s number bro”.

11. Atabout 7:53 p.m. on August 28, YANDELL sent an intercepted text to

BURHOP. It read, “DamnI was just going to asku for it. Letme get someone to run to his cell”.

12. Atabout 8:22 pm. on August 28, YANDELL made an intercepted call to

BURHOP. During the call, YANDELL said, “Yeah man. Fucking, ub, I sent word down to

Mosca. 1 said, ‘Hey man. Uh, got somethin” important to tell you, man, that you been askin®

about’ 1called, sent hima text. He's on the line, so...» YANDELL says that Mosca had a

business proposition because he was “pushing that shit.” YANDELL said he would send

BURHOP the number.

a. Ibelieve that this call revealed YANDELL and BURHOP’s

‘ongoing efforts to establish “Mosca” TORRES as a significant heroin supplier for their

distribution network. YANDELL described his efforts to communicate with TORRES so that

TORRES’ heroin supplier could work with BURHOP.

T. August 2016- YANDELL and California prison contractor employee Justin
PETTY plotted to send contraband into Folsom and High Desert Prisons.

I. On August 11,2016, at about 9:43 pm., YANDELL received an

intercepted call from Justin PETTY, also known as “Rune.” During this call, YANDELL

discussed the August 11 contraband seizure from SYLVESTER. YANDELL also discussed his
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plot to have PETTY’s employer, Golden State Overnight, smuggle additional contraband into

Folsom prison.

a During the call, YANDELL admitted to PETTY that he and

SYLVESTER were the only ones getting phones into Folsom prison. YANDELL said that he

had only been dealing with the “top two black dudes on the line” and “the top two mobsters.”

YANDELL believed that oneof these people had sold them out to the police. YANDELL said

that, after “Billy got the shit from his attomey,” thepolicehad “ambushed him.” This had cost

'YANDELL $7,000.

b. YANDELL told PETTY that he had “a brother” named TROXELL

‘who was “on the Commission.” YANDELL admitted that he, TROXELL, and David Chance

were the enterprise’s three commissioners.

¢. YANDELL mentioned that he “had” Travis. PETTY then

clarified, “Travis BURHOP?” YANDELL affirmed and said that BURHOP was at Calipatria

prison. YANDELL said thathe trusted BURHOP with his life.

4. YANDELL told PETTY that nobody knew what they had going

with PETTY or “where the shit was coming from.” However, YANDELL had told TROXELL

‘and BURHOP that they had something for them. YANDELL said he would only tell “brothers”

he trusted face-to-face about who PETTY was and that PETTY was “hooking them up.” PETTY

said that, so long as people didn’t know his name, law enforcement who caught them would

think it came from someone at Golden State Packages.

e  YANDELL asked whether PETTY had ever told anyon, besides

his “buddies at High Desert,” what was going on. T interpreted this as a reference to PETTY’s
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efforts to import prison contraband using sealed packages sent by his employer, Golden State

Ovemight, an authorized CDCR contractor. PETTY explained that he was cutting that prison,

meaning High Desert prison, off. PETTY told YANDELL that he had been doing a deal with

“Bubba” and “Buck.”

PETTY explained that he told them that no one needed to know

where the shitwas coming from. PETTY said they needed to mask the sourceofthe contraband

because that job was how PETTY fed his children. PETTY told YANDELL that an “ese,”

‘meaning a Hispanic man, knew becausehehad two phones. PETTY explained thathe told the

guy that PETTY would make sure that he got the two phones. However, afer that, PETTY was

shutting down. PETTY said that he was done. I interpreted this to mean that PETTY intended to

stop sending items into High Desert prison. PETTY told YANDELL that whathewas doing

‘with YANDELL was notworth losing his job. YANDELL agreed.

& PETTY believed that, if prison officials intercepted his contraband

‘packages, they would not suspect him. Instead, the officals would think that the parcels had

been sent by someone at “Golden State Packages” —not by someone at PETTY’s employer,

“Golden State Overnight.” PETTY believed that law enforcement would, therefore, target

Golden State Packages and that he would be shielded from detection by law enforcement. He

would maintain plausible deniability.

bh. YANDELL discussed AB business and explained how he had been

placed on “the commission” for the Aryan Brotherhood.
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i. Based upon this and subsequent calls I believe that PETTY was

using his employer's business, Golden State Overnight, as a cover for shipping contraband to

YANDELL and other prisoners. The contraband included cell phones, drugs, and other items.

2. On August 18,2016, at about 4:42 pm, YANDELL received an

intercepted call from PETTY, to whom YANDELL reforted by the moniker “Rune.”

a During the call, PETTY described distracting his boss while he

“pulled the order.” PETTY said it would be three to five days. PETTY described how he was

‘going to place cell phones, batteries, chargers, mini hack saw blades, drill bits, car pieces, and

other items inside Little Debbie snacks, including Honey Cakes. PETTY also described other

contraband items, which I believe were drugs.

b. PETTY saidthat the box wouldbesealed as ifit were straight

from the vendor. YANDELL said he could sell the small phones for $1,000 each. PETTY

described the qualityofthe heroin and methamphetamine he was sending to YANDELL.

YANDEL said he would give PETTY an extra bonusof$1,000

for his efforts. YANDELL said people were begging for drugs inside the prison. PETTY

confirmed the nameofthe Folsom prison inmate, David Wall,whowas supposed to receive the

package on behalfofthe enterprise.

3. OnAugust29,2016, at about 7:23 p.m, PETTY made an intercepted call

to YANDELL. During the call, PETTY confirmed that the package containing Folsom prison

contraband was almost complete. PETTY also revealed that hewasalmost ready to send a

similar package to High Desert prison.
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a During the call, YANDELL described flat phones that were 4.5

inches tall. YANDELL asked PETTYif he could still swing that. PETTY said the order might

come through that night, but if it did not, then PETTY could swing it. PETTY said that, if the

package didn’t come through that night, then he could take all day tomorrow “to fuck with it

b. PETTY told YANDELL that he took the tobacco all the way out

and re-boxed it. However, PETTY hadn't had time to vacuum seal it. PETTY said he didn’t

‘want to have the package come through tonight, before he was ready. YANDELL said that was

cool: He would be afraid of it smelling and then throwing the whole thing off.

© YANDELL told PETTY that YANDELL was talking to

CORBETT. YANDELL asked whether PETTY was sending threeof them. YANDELL said he

had told CORBETT that they needed to stop talking because they were going to start getting *x-

raed and shit.” PETTY admitted that he was just sending one box to his comrade at High

Desert prison justto clear that shit with “Bubba” and “Buck.” PETTY said that was goingtobe

it because he wasn’t going to fuck with that prison anymore. PETTY said he had the set up with

Bubba and Buck before PETTY talked to YANDELL.

4. YANDELL asked whether PETTY had done this before. took

this to be an inquiry about whether he had previously shipped contraband into prison. PETTY

said no. However, PETTY knew the package hit his warehouse because Bubba and Buck had

senta test run.

© YANDELL said he wanted to make sure. He relayed that

CORBETT had said that it was a lock because it hadbeen done before. PETTY said that the
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package they ordered came in on a day when PETTY had a corporate meeting. Therefore,

PETTYdidn’t want to cut it. However, PETTY had the package in his hands.

f YANDELL said PETTY had to stay safe, frst and foremost.

YANDELL didn’t wantto get PETTY caught up and arrested. PETTY said that was whyhehad

fold YANDELL he would do it butthathe wanted to be smart about it. PETTY wanted to make

sure that YANDELL and the others understood. That was why PETTY stayed in constant

contact with YANDELL.

© YANDELL said that he and SYLVESTER were fine when they

were keeping the phones to themselves and not telling anybody. However, YANDELL said that

“the blacks” found out when YANDELL and SYLVESTER started sharing with the “Mobsters”

and their friends. YANDELL said they were being extra careful because they didn’t want the

attomey and that lady —presumably MACNAMARA and DEMARto get busted. YANDELL

said SYLVESTER got caught because “the blacks” told.

4. On August 30,2016, at about 7:41 p.m., PETTY made an intercepted call

{0 YANDELL. During the call, PETTY described how he was concealing the contraband in the:

package to be shipped to Folsom prison.

a Specifically, PETTY said that the phones would be concealed in

the “fudge brownies.” PETTY said that YANDELL would get one phone with cach package of

brownies, for a totalofthree phones.

b. PETTY also said he was tampering with the Folgers coffee jar.

PETTY said it was hard to open in a way that would not alert law enforcement officers who

unscrewed the cap. PETTY said he got it. However, the work was not up to his standards
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because it didn’t look clean enough. PETTY mentioned that the oatmeal was easier. Before the

call dropped, PETTY said that the oatmeal, honey bun boxes, and brownies were “golden.” He

said that he never saw them, meaning law enforcement, open that bos: It was scaled, superglued,

and looked better than when it came from the factory.

5. On August30, at 7:48 pm., YANDELL and PETTY resumed their

conversation in another intercepted call. PETTY confirmed he was close to being able to send

the package from his employer's warchouse into Folsom prison

a During the call, YANDELL said that Matt HALL would bring

PETTY eight additional cell phones ata later date. That way, PETTY would be able to send the

‘phones in a later contraband shipment.

b. Based on later discussions, I believe that Matt HALL was able to

‘meet with PETTY and supply additional phones to him.

6. OnScptember2, 2016, at about 1:51 p.m., PETTY made an intercepted

call to YANDELL. During the call, PETTY confirmed that the packages had shipped out.

PETTY said one should arrive at Folsom prison shortly because the company guaranteed

overnight delivery. believed PETTY’s reference to “packages” meant that, as planned, he had

sent another contraband parcel to High Desert prison.

a YANDELL expressed great concem because Wall, the inmate to

‘whom the package was addressed, had been locked up. YANDELL and PETTY discussed the

consequencesofthis development and the possibility that the package might be retumed to the

sender. YANDELL described various steps he would take to get possessionofthe package.
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b. PETTY said that the contraband was in the Honey Buns, the fudge

brownies, the Quaker oatmeal container, and the Oatmeal Creme Pic box. PETTY said that

everything was in the centerofthe box and that, ifYANDELL opened the boxes, the contraband

‘would be in the middleof the packages.

U. September2 and 6,2016~Prison officials disrupted Aryan Brotherhood plot
to smuggle contraband by seizing parcels loaded with hidden cargo sent by
Justin PETTY.

1. YANDELL’s intercepted calls with PETTY made clear that they planned

to send a contraband package into Folsom prison. Thus, on September 2, 2016, agents from the

DEA and the CDCR Special Service Unit coordinated with Folsom prison investigators. They

suggested that the Folsom prison investigators look fora package sent from Golden State

Ovemighttoan inmate named Wall,

a. OnSeptember2, Folsom prison investigators intercepted a

package sent from Golden State Overnight and addressed to inmate David Wall. In the package,

officers discovered three cell phones, two black USB cellular phone charging cables, six

grinding discs, seven lighters, one cell phone battery, seven small screw drivers — five with flat

heads and two with Phillips heads, two Bluetooth car pieces, 10 small metal saw blades, 25.64

gross gramsofmethamphetamine, and 20.33 gross gramsoftar heroin.

b. AsPETTY had described in calls to YANDELL, the contraband

items were hidden inside food packages, including a boxofQuaker Oats, a boxof Honey Buns

snacks, a box of fudge brownies, and similar items. The contraband was concealed in a manner

designed to avoid detection by prisonstaffwho would have searched the box’s contents before

giving them to inmate Hall.
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The DEA Western Regional Lab subsequently confirmed that

some of the substances seized from the package contained 24.5 gramsofactual

‘methamphetamine and 15.264 gramsofheroin.

d. Below are some photographs of the contraband parcel and its
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2. On September 2, 2016, at about 2:05 p.m., PETTY made an intercepted

call to YANDELL. PETTY confirmed thata Folsom prison official named “C. Howard” had

taken deliveryofhis package at 8:58 am.
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3. Inan intercepted call made to YANDELL at 2:08 p.m., PETTY fretted

that his fingerprints would be all over the contraband items and that,ifthe package were

returned, his employer would inevitably discover the contraband. The two men speculated that

‘perhaps oneoftheir phones was wiretapped. Then, they seemed to reject that possibility.

4. Based on the content of YANDELL’s previous conversations with

PETTY, agents from DEA and the CDCR Special Services Unit alerted CDCR investigators at

High Desert prison about the possibility ofacontraband package sent from PETTY’s employer,

Golden State Overnight. On September 6, 2016, High Desert investigators intercepted a package

sent from Golden State Overnight and addressed to an inmate named Tony Barron.

a Within the package, officers discovered about ten cell phones, 241

gross gramsofheroin, and 133 gramsof methamphetamine.

bh. The cell phones and controlled substances were hidden inside

boxesof Oatmeal Creme Pies and fudge brownies. They were concealed in a manner designed

to avoid detection by prisonstaffwho would have searched the box’s contents before giving

them to inmate Barron.

The DEA Western Regional Laboratory subsequently confirmed

that someofthe substances seized from the package contained 140.496 grams of heroin and 39.9

gramsofactual methamphetamine.
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Vv. Intercepted calls confirmed that PETTY sent contraband into Folsom and

High Desert Prisons on behalfofthe Aryan Brotherhood.

1. On September, 2016, at about 1:31 pm., YANDELL received an

intercepted call from BURHOP. During this call, the two discussed packages that YANDELL

‘had arranged to be smuggled into the Folsom andHighDesert prisons. YANDELL told

'BURHOP that, in afew weeks, he had lost $12,000 in contraband.

2. Subsequent intercepted calls revealed that, for several weeks, YANDELL,

PETTY, and CORBETT were not able to determine whether prison investigators had intercepted

the HighDesertpackage.
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3. On October 6, 2016, at about 9:43 p.m., YANDELL made an intercepted

call to PETTY. During the call, YANDELL asked whether PETTY had called CORBETT about

the package that PETTY had sent to High Desert Prison. YANDELL asked PETTY to find out

about the package because not knowing was making YANDELL nervous.

a. PETTY said he was going to track the package with the tracking

number. YANDELL said he wanted to know what happened because nobody knew. PETTY

said thathe heard that the package was there, meaning at High Desert.

b. YANDELL and PETTY then speculated about what might be

delaying delivery to the designated inmate at High Desert prison.

PETTY reiterated that he would track the package and sce whether

it would tel him whether the inmate received it.

4. OnOctober 6, 2016, at about 10:01 p.m, PETTY made an intercepted call

to YANDELL. During the call, PETTY confirmed that he had spoken to CORBETT. PETTY

explained that CORBETT planned to call the motherofthe inmate to whom the package had

been addressed. In this way, CORBETT would try to get information about the package. Then,

PETTY could ry to locate the package within his employer's system. YANDELL told PETTY

to track the package sent to High Desert and get back to him.

5. On October 10, 2016, at about 7:05 p.m., PETTY made an intercepted call

to YANDELL. During the intercepted call, PETTY askedifYANDELL had heard anything

about the High Desert package. YANDELL saidhehad not heard anything but said that some

white inmates at High Desert had been busted with cell phones.
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a During this call, YANDELL and PETTY discussed a new plan to

use a Golden State Overnight package to send drugs and other contraband into Folsom prison.

b. During partof the discussion, PETTY confirmed that he had met

with Matt HALL. PETTY said he now only owed $100 to HALL.

©. Based on this and other intercepted calls, I believe that HALL

bought some contraband — possibly very small cell phones — and gave it to PETTY for packaging

and sending to YANDELL and SYLVESTER. As partofthat transaction, I believe PETTY still

‘owed $100 to Matt HALL because HALL had fronted the cost of purchasing the contraband. I

believe that PETTY was slowly paying HALL back.

6. On October 19, 2016, High Desert prison investigators searched inmate

Barron's cell. Inside, they found a dictionary with Barron's name and CDCR number on the

exterior. Between two pagesofthe dictionary, an investigator found a small piece of paper. On

the pieceof paper was written the name “Ruin” and a phon number. This phone number

‘matched one that YANDELL had used to call PETTY during August and September 2016.

W. September 2016 - YANDELL and BURHOP planned to receive heroin from
Mexican Mafia Member Michael TORRES.

1. On September 5, 2016, at about 1:31 pm., YANDELL recived an

intercepted call from BURHOP. During this call, YANDELL and BURHOP discussed, among

other things, splitting a kilogramof heroin supplied by TORRES.

a YANDELL asked whether BURHOP stil had the “black,”

‘meaning heroin. BURHOP said they should contact Mosca to be sure.
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b. BURHOP asked YANDELL whether his “girl” was still doing

well. Tinterpretedthisas BURHOP asking whether QUESENBERRY was still arranging drug

deals. YANDELL said thatshe was supposed to “be hooking up with dude for 10 pieces.” In

other words, QUESENBERRY was supposed to be arranging a sell ten-ounce sale ofheroin.

YANDELL explained that he was trying to “get things for six,” meaning that he was trying to

obtain ouncesofheroin for $600 cach.

©. BURHOP suggested that he and YANDELL Gust geta whole

fuckin’ key,” meaning an entire kilogramof heroin. YANDELL said that Mosca’s heroin source.

was not a “mobster,” meaning he was not a Mexican Mafia member. However, YANDELL

believed that Mosca’s source “wouldnt bum Mosca” becauseifhe did, Mosca “would kill

them.”

4. YANDELL estimated that, at the price of$600 per ounce, one

kilogramofheroin would cost about $24,000. However, YANDELL said he would try to get

Mosca to provide the kilogram for $22,000. BURHOP said that he would be ready.

2. OnSeptember9, 2016, at about 7:12 p.m., YANDELL made an

intercepted call to BURHOP. During the call, YANDELL and BURHOP discussed

YANDELL’s cultivating TORRES to supply BURHOP' drug operation with heroin. As

described below, on October 24, 2016, agents seized a significant portionofthe heroin supplied

by TORRES during a search warrant executed on BURHOP’s stash house in Fontana, California.

a. During the September 9 call, YANDELL explained the plan to

receive heroin from TORRES. Tn particular, YANDELL said, “I went down there this morning

and talked to that Mosca. Because I had sent that kite the night before that I talked to you, and I
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hadnt heard back from him... I went and told him, ‘Hey, check his out, man.” said, ‘My

homeboy, Travis, down there. You know, he wants to do somethin’, man. Weneedto get some

ofthat good shit, man, for 600, for 600 a piece, man.” BURHOP said, “Yeah.”

bh. YANDELL described TORRES’s response to his request for

heroin at $600 per ounce: “He goes, ‘OK. Eh, let me, let me makeacall. Let me call up tonight,

man. We'lldothis shit, man." BURHOP replied, “OK.” Later in the call, YANDELL said, “I

told this dude that we need to bust amove on this fuckin’, uh, this kilo, man, for, uh, 24. And he

tried to say, “25, right?’ And I said, ‘Oh no, man. Billy said you said 22 to 24. It would be 24 if

itis 600a piece.’ And he goes, ‘Yeah, yeah. That's right.”

c Inthis call, I believe that YANDELL relayed a conversation that

hehad with TORRES. According to YANDELL, he asked TORRES to arrange a heroin supply

for BURHOP. YANDELL asked TORRES to supply the heroin at $600 per ounce, which would

make a kilogram worth $24,000. TORRES initially told YANDELL he would charge $25,000

fora kilogramof heroin. However, YANDELL told TORRES that SYLVESTER had relayed

that the price would be between $22,000 to $24,000 per kilogram. YANDELL pointed out that,

if each ounceof heroin cost $600, then a kilogram would cost $24,000. TORRES agreed.

2. In October 2016, SYLVESTER uscd YANDELL’s phone. There,

SYLVESTER was intercepted speaking to TORRES in a number of drug-related phone

conversations. In the calls, SYLVESTER and TORRES discussed various heroin deals that

would make up for the low-quality heroin that TORRES had initially supplied to BURHOP.

a Forexample, during an intercepted call between SYLVESTER and

TORRES on October 12, 2016, at about 6:59 p.m., TORRES inquired what price was being
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charged for a kilogramofheroin through BURHOPs supplier. SYLVESTER said he wasn’t

sure. TORRES represented that his supplier was claiming he had high-quality heroin available,

but TORRES remained skeptical about whether it really was as high-quality as the supplier

claimed. TORRES told SYLVESTER that if his supplier could provide high-quality heroin, then

TORRES would try to lower the price ona kilogram to lower than what BURHOP was being.

charged and then TORRES would get a kilogramofheroin at the lower price every two to three:

weeks.

b. Toward the end of intercepted call between SYLVESTER and

TORRES on October 11, TORRES confirmed that he needed to get three ouncesof heroin

supplied by BURHOP.

X. September 23,2016 - Matt HALL burglarized an Orange County house, and
stolea pistol, heroin, and a safe.

1. On September 23,2016, YANDELL made an intercepted call to HALL.

During this lengthy call, the men discussed multiple criminal activities, including a burglary that

HALL had committed that day."? Information revealed in the call was also used ina search

‘warrant executed at HALL’s residence on September 30, 2016.

2. During the September 23 call, HALL told YANDELL that a woman had

solicited him about burglarizing a local drug dealer. The woman believed this dealer had a safe

17 “This call, and many ofHALL's intercepted cals and txts with YANDELL before September 30, 2016,
were made with HALL using a phone assigned (213) 15-1044. During a search of HALL's residence on
‘September 30, 2016, Los Angeles Sherif’ Department deputcs found a Samsung Galaxy phone ith bathroom of
HALL's apartment.Laterforensic analysis showed thatthephonehadanumberof 213)915-1044.Thephone also
ad user names of “MH,” and “Matt Hall," along with a numberofselfe-style photographs depicting HALL's face
inthe.
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filled with drugs, firearms, and some money. HALL said the residence was only three minutes

from MAZZA’s house in Orange County.

3. HALL said that this woman had let HALL into the victim's home. HALL

said that, while he was there, he stole a Smith & Wesson 9mm pistol that was on a shelf out in.

the open. HALL said he also took a large bag that contained what the woman thought was six

ouncesof “China white” heroin. However, HALL saidhe thought that it was closer to a pound

and worth a lotof mony.

4. HALL then said that he and some others removed a 600to 700-pound safe

from the residence. HALL said thatthe safe was verydifficultto move. They transported it in

one person's vehicle but later transferred it to HALL's Mercedes-Benz.

5. HALL told YANDELL that he had just arrived home and parked the

vehicle in his garage. HALL said that the stolen safe was so large and heavy thatitwasruining

his leather back seats. He couldn't remove the safe by himself. HALL described the safe as very

expensive and sophisticated with an electronic security key pad and a key. HALL didn’t think

he would be able to force the safe open and would, instead,havetohire a locksmith. HALL's

female accomplice had said that additional drugs and firearms were likely inthe safe. HALL

said he was sitting there with the pistolinhis lap. His litle scale was too small to weighthebag

ofdrugs.

6. HALL said he would send YANDELLa pictureofthe stolen goods.

Agents subsequently intercepted a photograph sent from HALL to YANDELL. It showed a

large, clear, plastic, Ziploc bag containinga white, powdery substance. A Mercedes-Benz

ignition key rested on topofthe bag.
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7. HALL and YANDELL subsequently exchanged numerous text messages

discussing a mutual associate to whom they could sell the heroin. For example, at about 5:01

pam, they exchanged the following:

YANDELL: How much weight is? Put that bich on the scales??

HALL: I'm going to put this bitch on a scale in the next coupleofminutes I got to
got this fucking shit outofmy car before t destroys my backseat. But you
know what gangster had to take that shit. Thee was 5ofus there I took
everything,

YANDELL: And that’s exactly why I pushed to make u a brother.

Y. September 30,2016 - Officers search Matt HALL’ house and seize multiple
firearms, body armor, and other items.

1. On September 30, 2016, membersofthe Los Angeles County SWAT team

exceuted a search warrant at HALL’s residence, located at 151% Manhattan Avenue, Hermosa

Beach, California. During the search, deputies seized six firearms, body armor, zip ties, live

‘ammunition, gang-related communications, and Nazi paraphernalia. At the time, HALL and

MAZZA were both present.
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a During the search, detectives found about five pistols of various

‘models and calibers and a special construction M-4 style rifle. They also found one ballistic

vest. Below are three photographs from evidence seized in the raid.
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b. Oneof the pistols— an automatic, 9mm Smith & Wesson pistol

‘matched the descriptionofthe weapon that HALL told YANDELL he had stolen. Deputies also

found a digital scale and a small amount of suspected methamphetamine in the bathroom near

the toilet.

2. On September 30, 2016, at about 1:27 p.m., KEETON made an

intercepted call to YANDELL. During the call, YANDELL told KEETON that HALL and

MAZZA had been raided and arrested. YANDELL said they had no details about why or what

had been found.

3. On the afternoon of September 30, 2016, HALL and MAZZA were

released on bail
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4. Later that day, at about 5:21 pm., YANDELLmadean intercepted call to

fellow AB Commission member Danny TROXELL. During the call, YANDELL and

TROXELL speculated and agreed that the search and arrests related to the robbery and murder at

the Anaheim hotel. PENTmembershad been arrested for this incident in July 2016, and Johnson

and HALL were under investigation. YANDELL speculated that the PENI member and Johnson

had “snitched,” which led to the raid on HALL. Both YANDELL and TROXELL agreed that

‘some phones had ben tapped.

5. On September 30, YANDELL also sent an intercepted text to BURHOP.

It read, “Cyco and Popeye were busted this morning don’t call their phones.”

7. October 1,2016 - Matt HALL admitted to YANDELL that officers caught
him possessing guns.

1. Afier being released from custody on September 30, 2016, HALL gota

new phone. On October 1, 2016, at about 8:10 p.m., HALL used this new phone to place an

intercepted call to YANDELL.

2. During this call, HALL described how the Los Angeles County Sheriff's

Department exceted a search warrant at his residence at 2 a.m. He told YANDELL that he “got

busted with nineof them choppers,” meaning nine firearms. Police actually seized only six

firearms. HALL said that he was about an hour away from obtaining two more guns. HALL

admitted he had “put work in for that cache.” HALL claimed that he had hundredsof rounds of

ammunition, 45-caliber guns, 9mm-caliber guns, .40-caliber guns, and “a chopper,” slang for an

assault rifle. HALL said it had been weird because they had known too much, and he had not

Kept the guns in the house. YANDELL asked HALL if he believed that this had to do with
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“Kenwood” and “that situation.” I interpreted this to be a reference to Johnson and the July 2016

robbery and homicide in Anaheim,

3. HALL later said that Kenwood had done business and talked in front of

his cellmate, which had been bad. HALL had received acall “outofthe blue” from Kenwood’s

cellmate the day before the raid. HALL added that he planned on immediately obtaining more

firearms because he “felt naked without them.” HALL said that he wanted bothof his 45s and

that they better have a dozen rounds cach.

4. HALL complained that PENI was “a joke.” HALL said that everyone was

suspect. YANDELL asked HALL what he wasgoingto do. HALL said he was going to get

‘more guns. HALL said he was not going back into custody and was debating whether to show

up to his next court date.

AA. August fo October 2016 ~ YANDELL discussed the plan to murder Aryan
Brotherhood member Michael Trippe and assigned the murder to AB
‘member Donald “Popeye” MAZZA.

1. During this investigation, agents intercepted multiple calls in which

YANDELL and other Aryan Brotherhood members discussed an ongoing effort to murder AB

‘member Michael “Thumper” Trippe.

2. Accordingto YANDELL’s intercepted calls, the effort to kill Trippe was

initially assigned to Aryan Brotherhood member Elliott “Rascal” Grizzle.

a Until recently, Grizzle had been serving a life sentence in

California prison for a murder conviction. Grizzle was released in carly November 2015, after
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the California Court of Appeal granted him post-convictionreliefbecauseof the alleged

ineffectivenessofhis rial counsel® This freed him to murder Trippe, who was outof custody.

b. However, on March 27, 2017,a San Diego County Superior Court

convicted Grizzle ofa new first-degree murder. According to published news reports from the.

trial, Grizzle and two accomplices went on May 11, 2016, to a San Carlos residence to buy

drugs. While there, they bound and blindfolded the home occupants. Then, they ransacked the

home in searchofmarijuana and money. The victim, Brent Adler, arrived home during the

home invasion. He put up a fight in the driveway, was shot three times, and died. Grizzle fled,

and San Diego County issued a homicide arrest warrant for him. Grizzle was ultimately arrested

in Hawthorne, Nevada. On August 25, 2017, San Diego Superior Court Judge Laura Halgreen

sentenced Grizzle to 159 yearsto lfe in prison. Grizzle’s new imprisonment made him unable to

Kill Trippe.

3. Law enforcement intercepted several calls in which YANDELL discussed

the history and statusofthe Aryan Brotherhood’seffortsto kill Trippe. YANDELL claimed that

Grizzle had tried to kill Trippe several times but that cach attempt had been unsuccessful. Calls

established that, after Grizzle was arrested again, Donald “Popeye” MAZZA agreed to kill

Trippe on behalf of the Aryan Brotherhood.

4. YANDELL spoke with Brant DANIEL during oneofthese calls, which

occurred on August 19, 2016, at about 5:17 p.m. During the call, YANDELL and DANIEL

18 OnOctober29, 2015, the court granted Grizze's habeas petition and directed the Del Norte County
‘Superior Court to re-impose a previous plea offer that Grizl's rial counsel ad llgedly led to communicate
“The result was that Grizle’s lengthy murder sentence was reduced fa me-served sentence, and Grizz was
promptly eased rom custody.
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discussed how “Rascal” (Grizzle) had just been arraigned in San Diego for assault with a

firearm, murder, attempted murder, and robbery. YANDELL asked what Grizzle had robbed,

and DANIEL said “somedude’s dope.” YANDELL lamented that Grizzle had had access to

“kilosofpure heroin, kilosofpure meth” but had become a drug addict, YANDELL said that,

earlier, “Rascal drove up there with all their dope and phones, and he was so strung out that he

missed both days and overslept.” YANDELL said that Grizzle had taken an extra ounce of

heroin as payment. YANDELL said that, ifGrizzle would have “smoked Thumper, he would

have cleaned all this shit up.” DANIEL said thathehad kept telling Grizzle he had to do it and

"could ix everything. However, Grizz hadn't done so. YANDELL said Grizzle “had the world

at his fingertips.” DANIEL remarked that Grizzle had a “tasteoffreedom, and he went crazy.”

5. On August 28,2016, YANDELL and BRADY discussed efforts to kill

“Trippe. Duringan intercepted call made at about 8:56 pn., YANDEL and BRADY discussed

various AB membersand associates. BRADY mentioned that hehadheard that Thumper was an

FBI informant. YANDELL said that Grizzle had tried to kill Thumper several times because of

Thumper's status as an informant. YANDEL explained thatGrizzlehad agreed to kill

Thumper because Grizz had to make amends for becoming a heroin addict when he got out of

prison. YANDELL said he told Grizzle it was acceptable to kill Thumper's wife ifshe was with

him butnotto kill Thumper’s kids. YANDELL further explained that Grizzle got arrested on a

Separate murder soon thereafter and never had the opportunity to kill Thumper. YANDELL and

BRADY also discussed MAZZA and theirbelief that he should not have been made an AB
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‘member. They said he had become amember only because he had brought the PENI gang into

the enterprise’s criminal activities.”

6. During an intercepted call between YANDELL and Donald “Popeye”

MAZZA on August 31, 2016, at bout 8:24 p.m., the two discussed the need for “brothers” on

the outsideofprison to help AB members who were incarcerated. MAZZA explained that he did

not want to be responsible for supporting 30 or more incarcerated members because it made no

sense. During the call they also discussed the situation with “Kenwood” Johnson and his

issues. MAZZA also expressed hisbeliefthat Matt HALL was a good candidate to become a

new memberofthe Aryan Brotherhood. Finally, during the call, although the two avoided using

overt language about criminal acts, MAZZA acknowledged that ifYANDELL made a decision

on the “situation in San Diego” (referring to the need to kill Michael Trippe) then all YANDELL

had to dowastell MAZZA and it would be handled.

7. On September23, 2016, at about4:33 p.m., YANDELL discussed Trippe

with Matt HALL, During an intercepted call, HALL told YANDELL that he had met with other

“brothers” at Don's (MAZZA’s) house. The group had discussed arranging Thumper's murder.

HALL told YANDELL that the group had expressed some hesitance about killing Thumper,

becauseThumperwas an AB member, not merelyanassociate. HALL saidthegathered AB

‘members asked whether Thumper’s kill order had been confirmed. YANDELL affirmed.

19 Thi pt comment matches formation providedbyCWI. According0CW-1, isAryan
Brotherhood reeried MAZZA because hi was one ofthe founding members of PENL CW-1 said MAZZA
prescted “perfec opportunity” o finish what had been attemped with the recruitment of NLR gang members.
Specifically, CVV-1 so hat the Aryan Brotherhood wanted 0 incorporate a pre-<xisting strct gang so la tho
enterprise would have out-f.custody soldiers who could sm mores, py tribute 1 incarcerated AB menbers, and
Commit criminal acts oseofpiso. Thus,byadmitting founding PENI member, he Aryan Brotherhood hoped
{o gan influence over membersofthe PENI iret ang.
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According to HALL, MAZZA had agreed to do one killing, and “Rick” (believed to be AB

‘member Rick Rainey) had agreed to do another unspecified killing. HALL said that he told all

the brothers that they had to be active because “there’s no retirement program here, ... no 401K.”

Theyhad to do “licks” and “be active” and “get down.” A “lick,” in my experience is slang fora

robbery and HALL previously uscd the term to describe the July 2016 robbery homicide in

Anaheim. HALL told YANDELL that they were all ready to participate.

8. OnOctober1,2016, at about 8:10 p.m, YANDELL and HALL again

discussed MAZZA's assignment to kill Trippe. This call occurred shortly after Los Angeles

Countyofficershad searched HALL’sresidence and found him with MAZZA. During one

‘portionofthe call, HALL said that MAZZA had been tasked with killing someone. HALL said

that he felt bad about getting MAZZA in trouble when MAZZA was out on bail. But, HALL.

said, “he needsto go kill that dude, right?” Later, HALL said again that MAZZA was out on

bail but needed “to go handle that shit.”

9. YANDELL and DANIEL discussed the plotto kill Trippe during acall

intercepted on October 9, 2016, at about 6:17 pam.

a. During this call, YANDELL said that he had spoken on the phone

‘with “Rascal” (Grizzle) when Rascal was hunting “Thumper” (Trippe). YANDELL expressed

concern about compromising comments he had made in these previous conversations. For

example, YANDELL had told Grizzle not to murder Trippe in frontofTrippe’s kids. However,

YANDELL told Grizzle that i it was just Trippe and Trippe’s wife or girlfriend, then she could

0 with him too, meaning Grizzle could kill her as well. In his conversation with DANIEL,

YANDELL speculated that “they” (law enforcement) probably heard that call because Grizzle’s
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“old lady” was probably cooperating with law enforcement. YANDELL also told DANIEL that

“Slider” had called him about Thumper. Slider askedifthey should kill Thumper, on whom they

had “paperwork.”

b. During this call, YANDELL claimed that SYLVESTER had told

him that “the Feds” were going to get YANDELL in six months because “the Feds” wanted

'YANDELL. DANIEL asked whether “the feds” wanted YANDELL. YANDELL affirmed,

adding that the feds wanted YANDELL and had YANDELL on the phone. YANDELL

predicted that he would be indicted in six to eight months. YANDELL said they probably also

had him talking to Slider about killing Trippe.

© YANDELL told DANIEL that he had been a target ever since he

joined the Commission. DANIEL agreed. YANDELL said he was about start “killing these

‘motherfuckers himself. DANIEL said he felt like doing that, too, because he had idiots around

him.

10. Asa result of these and other calls, law enforcement agents identified

“Trippe as an AB member living in California. Officers found him and told him that his life was

in danger.

BB. October 15,2016 - CORBETT ordered the murder ofDoug Maynard at
High Desert Prison; Aryan Brotherhood associate Bobby Stockton carries
out the hit.

1. On October 15,2016, at about 1:32 pm., Aryan Brotherhood associate:

Bobby Stockton murdered Doug Maynard on the D yard at High Desert prison. Stockton did so

on Jake CORBETT order. CORBETT issued the order to enforce compliance with the Aryan
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Brotherhood’s codes and to further CORBETT’s desire to gain admission to, and increase his

position with, the Aryan Brotherhood.

2. According to CW-2, Maynard had become an Aryan Brotherhood target

because he owed money at another prison and had a drug problem.”

a. Maynard had previously incurred drug debs at one prison and

been counselednotto drink or do drugs. Transferred to a second prison, Maynard gotin trouble

because he again owed money on the yard. Then transferedto High Desert prison, Maynard

racked up another debt. At that point, the Aryan Brotherhood determined that Maynard needed

to be eliminated.

b. According to CW-2, CORBETT issued the order to kill Maynard.

Stocklon was cager to execute the murder because he was anxious to car membership in the

Aryan Brotherhood.

20 CW-2is an incarcerated former memberof the Sacramaniacs, sires gang that functions as prison gang.
whens members are incarcerated. Sacramaniacs re subordinate to the Aryan Brotherhood within California
prisons. CW-2 has extensive criminal history that includes felonycrimesofviolence and drug trafficking
Convition. Asa result, OW-2 was incarcerated in California prisons offand on between 1996 to the present. In
2009, CW-2 became memberofthe Sacramaniacs. As a Sacramaniac, CW-2 committed mulpl ats ofviolence
‘onbehalf of, anda the direction of, Aryan Brotherhood members and associates in multiple California prisons.
Between 2014 and 2017, CW-2 held positionsof authorityoverotherwhit inmatesbasedupon instructions and
assignments given to CW-2 by Aryan Brotherhood members in two differnt California prisons. Specifically,
between 2014 and 2015, Aryan Brotherhoodmember Travis BURHOP gave CW-2 authority to conduct drug
rafickin, collect drug debt, and manufacture weapons whi they were incarcerated at Calipatia prison.
Similarly, between 2015 and 2017, Aryan BrotherhoodmemberJake CORBETT and, cr, AB member Pat
"BRADY asigned CW-2 to police other whit inmates while they were incarcerated at High Desert prison. CW-2
also manufactured weapons, sold drug, and collected bisfo the enterprise, In addition, CW-2 was involved in a
Scheme to defraud the IRS ofmoney while incarcerated at High Desert, CW-2 was provided no promises or
‘assurances by CDCRor the US. Attomey's Office, except that CDCR agreed fotransfer CW-2 toa prion that was
ore convenient for fly visits. CW-2 dropped out ofgang fe an cessed functioning as a Sacramanisc in
approximately August 2017 because he wanted o be out of prison. Oncehe If the prison yard, CW-2 described
Teeiving addtional motivation to cooperate against the Aryan Brotherhood because members ofhe enterprise
isespected im and his family. He developed a hatred for how they treated im because he felt distespected.
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© CW-2believed that CORBETT assigned this murderto Stockion

because CORBETT did not like Stockton. According to CW-2, by giving Stockton the order to

kill Maynard, CORBETT believed he would solve two problems: Maynard would be killed, and

because Stockton had committed the murder, he would then be transferred outofHigh Desert

prison. After Maynards murder, CORBETT commented to CW-2 and others that Stockton.

wasn't really acandidate for Aryan Brotherhood membership: If Stockton was going to be

considered, CORBETT said, it would have already occurred.

4. Inplanning Maynard's murder, other AB associates at High Desert

prison manufactured a knife. The knife was ultimately placed in a manila folder and given to

Stockton. On the dayofthe murder, CW-2 saw Stockton take the knife from the manila

envelope and put it in his waistband. Stockton then made his way to the yard and found

Maynard.

© Video footage shows that Stockton approached and, without

hesitation, began using his right hand to stab Maynard in his head and upper torso. Maynard fell

10 the ground and lay motionless on his stomach. He was not defending himself. Nevertheless,

Stockton continued to stab Maynard repeatedly in his head and torso.

f CDCR officers immediately ordered inmates to “get down.”

Except for Stockton, the inmates complied. ‘Stockton continued his attack with more stabbings to

Maynard's head and torso.

g  AsCDCR officers approached Maynard, Stockton finally stopped.

He stood up and tossed a white object with his right hand. Then, Stockton walked away from

Maynard, about 20 feet towards the centerofthe yard. Stockton laid down on his stomach on the
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ground. Officers later recovered the white object and discovered that it was a flat, metal knife

‘measuring 6 inches long by | inch wide.

h. Officers found that Maynard was bleeding heavily but still

conscious and breathing. Medical staff arrived and immediately began treating Maynard's

wounds. When medical staff rolled Maynard to his right side, they saw several torso punctures

that were bleeding profusely.

i. Despite medicalstaffefforts, Maynard succumbed to his injuries.

Dr. Abdur-Rahman pronounced him dead at about 1:50 pn. The medical exam revealed that

Maynard had sustained 37 stab wounds.

BE ¢ Hie
TRL 3 3

is 0 a

3. During an intercepted call beginning at about 6:12 pm. on October 16,

2016, YANDELL discussed Maynard's murder with DANIEL.

a During the call, YANDELL confided to DANIEL that YANDELL

and SYLVESTER had first ordered Maynard stabbed when Maynard was at Folsom prison.

Specifically, YANDELL asked DANIELifhe remembered YANDELL telling him about
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Maynard, a homeboy ofhis from the Bay Area. YANDELL described mentioning Maynard to

DANIEL about three months carlier. DANIEL affirmed. YANDELL admitted that he and

SYLVESTER had his [Maynard's] “ass stabbed up there,” meaning in Folsom prison. DANIEL

affirmed. YANDELL said Maynard survived the attack. Afterward, YANDELL told Maynard

that they were even. However, while Maynard was imprisoned at High Desert, Maynard

continued to violate the AB's codesofconduct. YANDELL said that, as a result, BRADY and

CORBETT had arranged for Maynard's murder.

b. Icomoborated YANDELL’s admission that he and SYLVESTER

ordered the stabbingof Maynardin 2016, when Maynard was housed at Folsom prison. Video

footage shows that, on June 1, 2016, at about 12:45 pm, two white inmates— Anthony Junkin

and Kenneth Ferrell — approached Maynard while he was on the B facility recreation yard in

Folsom prison. Ferrell came up behind Maynard while Junkin approached in front of Maynard.

Ferrel grabbed Maynards arms from behind. Junkin repeatedly stabbed Maynard's torso with a

weapon. Afterward, CDCR officers recovered an inmate-manufactured weapon wrapped ina

shirt. Itwas concealed in a trash can near where Junkin and Ferrell were found after Maynard's

attack. Medicalstafffound that Maynard had suffered three puncture wounds in his abdomen.

‘They performed surgery.

During his intercepted October 16 call with DANIEL, YANDELL

‘gave more insight into why Maynard was eventually murdered. YANDELL explained that,

‘when Maynard went to High Desert, he was “talking smack” about SYLVESTER and

YANDELL having him stabbed at Folsom. YANDELL explained that YANDELL’s home boy,

Stockton, questioned Maynard about Maynard's claim. According to YANDELL, Stockton
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Killed Maynard the next day, afer they came outoflock down. DANIEL replied that Maynard

deserved this for talking shit. YANDELL agreed. He explained that Maynard had been housed

ina part ofHigh Desert with Pat (BRADY). Maynard told BRADY that his brothers had had

him stabbed — an apparent reference to the June 1 stabbing at Folsom. YANDELL said that he

told Maynard that he got stabbed for burning YANDELL and his brother. But YANDELL

claimed that they also told Maynard that they were even after Maynard survived the stabbing at

Folsom. Inother words, YANDELL had assured Maynard that hewas not going to have his

people kill Maynard.

4. After that occurred, YANDELL said that BRADY told Maynard

that there would be no using drugs at High Desert prison until BRADY straightened everything

on the yards there. Nevertheless, Maynard started using drugs and buying dope from the

“niggers” at High Desert prison. YANDELL told DANIEL that Maynard got transferred to a

different partofHigh Desert prison with CORBETT. CORBETTthenhad Stockton “smoke his

bitch ass.” DANIEL agreed. YANDELL said that, afte they came outof lock down, they killed

‘Maynards “bitch ass” with a 14-inch “bone crusher,” meaning a prison-made weapon. DANIEL

replied that this is what Maynard got for running his mouth.

© YANDELL told DANIEL that YANDELL wasgoingto get id of

his phone. He thought that they, meaning law enforcement, would be coming for them because

‘Maynard was killed after being moved from one line to the other.
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CC. October 17-18,2016-YANDELL arranged for heroin to be delivered from
southern California by Travis BURHOP’s courier Nickolas Perez; The UC
bought the heroin from Jeanna QUESENBERRY in Sacramento.

1. On October 17, 2016, YANDELL made intercepted calls to Nickolas

Perez, the primary drug courier for Travis BURHOP. During the intercepted calls, Perez agreed

to bringa large amountofta heroin and white heroin to QUESENBERRY in Sacramento.

Perez said he was leaving late at night and would arrive carly the following moming. YANDELL

told him that QUESENBERRY would get him a room for when he arrived in Sacramento.

2. GPS phone locator information for Perez's telephone showed that, after

leaving his residence late that evening, the phone stopped briefly at 7960 Ferndale Drive,

Fontana, California. 1 believe Perez picked up heroin from the stash house, before driving north

to Sacramento. In the early morning of October 18, 2016, Perez arrived in Sacramento and

QUESENBERRY rented him a room at the Hawthorne Suites, located at 321 Bercut Drive.

3. Surveillance agents positioned at the Hawhorne Suites saw Perez walking

through the hotel parking lot neara silver Suzuki Equator, registered to another BURHOP

courier: Kathleen NOLAN. Agents subsequently retrieved the surveillance video from the

‘Hawthome Stites parking lot and positively identified that Perez was in the parking lot meeting

‘with QUESENBERRY on October 18. In addition, Hawthorne Suites produced hotel records

confirming thata“Jeanna Smith” had rented a room during October 17-18.

4. Eventually, QUESENBERRY requested thatImeet her near the

Hawthorne Suites for the heroin deal. Agents watched QUESENBERRY drive from her stash

pad to the Hawthorne Suites. After she arrived, agents saw her walk from the parking lot, cross

the street to a Chevron parking lot, and meet with me. QUESENBERRY got into my car and
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Sold me black heroin and white heroin in exchange for $9,600. During this inital drug deal, I

arranged to buy more heroin later that day.

a The DEA Western Regional Lab subsequently confirmed that the

packages that QUESENBERRY initially sold me on October 18 contained 20 grams and 24.8

gramsofheroin.

5. After the first drug deal, Tleft the area and surveillance watched

(QUESENBERRY. She walked from the Chevronback to the Hawthorne Suites. Later that

afternoon, agents saw QUESENBERRY and Perez exit the hotel together and get into their cars.

QUESENBERRY drove back to the Chevron to meet with me; Perez drove down the street while:

the second drug deal took place. QUESENBERRY got into my car and sold me more heroin in

exchange for $4,280.

a The DEA Wester Regional Lab confirmed that the drugs

purchased from QUESNEBERRY during the second controlled purchase on October 18

contained 99.3 gramsof heroin.

6. During our interaction that day, QUESENBERRY related that the courier

had to gobackto southern California shortly. GPS phone locator information for Perez’s phone

showed that Perez departed Sacramento and returned to his house in San BemardinoCountythe ;

following day, October 19, 2016.

7. Afier the drug deal, YANDELL and SYLVESTER made intercepted calls

to BURHOP and others. During these intercepted calls, they discussed the fact that Perez was

needed in southern California because BURHOP needed Perez to transport several pounds of

drugs “back east” in the coming days.
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8. Onthe eveningof October 20, 2016, Perez's GPS phone locator data

showedthathe left his house late at night. Shortly after midnight (now bleeding into the

morning of October 21) Perez arrived at 7960 Ferndale Drive, in Fontana, California — this

address was a suspected stash pad controlled by BURHOP and frequently accessed by Perez.

Perez's phone remained at 7960 Ferndale Drive for about two and ahalf hours in the carly

‘morning hours of October 21. Shortly before 3:00 am. Perez left 7960 Ferndale heading cast on

the freeway for several hours. He eventually crossed into Nevada.

DD. October 21,2016 -Las Vegas police seized five poundsofmethamphetamine
from Nickolas Perez, one of Aryan Brotherhood drug couriers.

1. OnOctober21,2016, at about 12:10 pm, Las Vegas Metro Police

Detective R. Schaffer stopped Nickolas Perez northof Las Vegas, where he was driving north

on Interstate 15. The stop resulted in police seizing about five pounds of methamphetamine from

Perez's car. Perez later made extensive incriminating admissions, including that he was working

as a drug dealer for BURHOP.

a Atthe timeofthe stop, Perez drove a rented silver Nissan Altima

with Missouri plates. During Perez's interaction with Detective Schaffner, he appeared very

nervous and admitted that his driver’s license was suspended. He gave varying explanations of

he was traveling that day. He claimed the car belonged to his friend NOLAN, another BURHOP

drug courier?!

21 Investigators ater determined that the Nisan Altima drvenbyPEREZ on October 21, 2016, was
registered to NOLAN at 17 Norwood Trailer Cour, Washington, Missouri 63090.
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b. Perez ultimately got outof the car, was handcuffed, and moved

‘away from the driver's side. Afterward, Detective Schaffer noticed a small baggie on the

ground near where Perez had been standing. The baggie contained a white crystalline substance.

A subsequent field test was positive for the presenceof methamphetamine.

c “Buster,” a trained narcotics detection dog, alerted to the presence:

ofa controlled substance near the trunk and near the rear, passenger wheel wellof Perez's car.

2. Officers searched the trunk. Inthe spare tire compartment, they found a

large, clear, plastic, heat-sealed bag containing methamphetamine. Moving the trunk liner more,

investigators found two other bags of methamphetamine in a natural void on the passenger side

ofthe spare tire area. In the rear, driver’s wheel well area, investigators recovered two more

bags of methamphetamine.

a Intotal, investigators recovered five, heat-sealed, plastic bags of

‘methamphetamine. The DEA Western Regional Lab subsequently confirmed that these bags

held atotalof2,193.692 gramsofactual methamphetamine.

3. Police arrestedand detained Perez.A few days later, Perez agreed to

speak to me. In sum, Perez admitted that, since early 2016, BURHOP and NOLAN had been

directing him to transport methamphetamine to Missouri and South Dakota. Perez admitted that

the five poundsofmethamphetamine seized from his car belonged to BURHOP and were:

supposed to be distributed in South Dakota.

a Inhis statement, Perez described meeting BURHOP in 2012 or

2013. Initially, BURHOP invested in Perez's ongoing heroin distribution operation in San

Bernardino County. During this time, Perez also delivered heroin to BURHOP’s customers.
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b. Afiera periodofincarceration, Perez began in early 2016 to

transport drugs to Missouri and South Dakota on BURHOP'sbehalfand at hs direction. Perez.

admitted that he had delivered methamphetamine atleasttwo or three times to Missouri.

Perez said that BURHOP’s drug trafficking operation also included

“Kat.” Upon reviewing her DMV photograph, Perez subsequently identified “Kat” as NOLAN.

Perez said that NOLAN was a courier for BURHOP. On occasion, Perez traveled with NOLAN

fo deliver drugsto Missouri. According to Perez, NOLAN primarily transported drugs for

'BURHOP and collected BURHOP's drug money.

4 nearly2016, NOLAN and Perez also traveled to South Dakota to

deliver drugs for BURHOP. Initially, NOLAN and Perez agreed to altemate trips to South

Dakota. However, NOLAN soon began going to South Dakota much more regularly. Perez

estimated that he transported BURHOP’s drugs to South Dakota about sx times. Perez

delivered between two and six poundsofmethamphetamine during each trip. He wasn’t sure

exactly how many pounds he carried on someofthe trips.

Perez further admitted that he had transported BURHOP’s heroin

fo Sacramento three times during 2016. Perez. said he was instructed to meet with a woman

named “Gina.” After viewing her DMV photograph, Perez identified “Gina as Jeanna

QUESENBERRY. Perez said that QUESENBERRY rented him a hotel room cach time he went

to Sacramento. On his last trip, Perezbelievedhe had delivered six ouncesofwhiteheroinand

Seven or cight ounces of tar heroin to QUESENBERRY.

f Perez said QUESENBERRY worked for the Aryan Brotherhood.

He also admitted that BURHOP was with the AB. Perez said he was very scaredofthe Aryan
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Brotherhood. He fot they would have him killed if they found out he was cooperating with law

enforcement.

g  Perczalso described collecting drug money at BURHOP’s

direction. Specifically, Perez collected BURHOP’s drug money from KEETON and HALL after

they transported drugs to Sacramento. Perez said that, when he collected BURHOP's drug

money, he normally took a small commission forhimselfand gave the remaining drug money to

BURHOP's girlfriend.

h. Perezalso confirmed the location ofa stash house in Fontana,

California, that was being used by BURHOP's operation. As discussed in the next section,

agents corroborated this aspect of Perez's information through a search warrant executed at the

Fontana stash house on October 24, 2016.

i. InNovember 2016, Perez made bail andwas released from

custody. Despite telling me that he would cooperate with law enforcement, I believe that Perez

continued to function for BURHOP and the enterprise after his release.

EE. October 24,2016 - Officers seized one poundof heroin supplied by Mexican
Mafia Member Michael TORRES from BURHOP’s stash pad in Fontana,
California.

1. On October 24, 2016, membersofthe Ontario Upland Narcotics Task

Force and DEA’s High-Intensity Drug Trafficking Area Task Force Group 50 executed a search

warrant at BURHOP's stash pad, located at 7960 Femdale Drive, Fontana, California.

parked in th drivewayofthis address
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‘Searching agents recovered heroin supplied by incarcerated Mexican Mafia member Michael

TORRES to BURHOP Agents also found a significant amountofmethamphetamine and a

smaller amountofcocaine.

2. Specifically, during their search, agents discovered a grey Bunker Hill

Security digital safe in the closet areaofthe master bedroom. From inside the safe, agents

recovered:

a Fiveclear, plastic, vacuum-sealed bundles containing 1,942 grams

ofactual methamphetamine.

bh. Two clear, plastic, vacuum-sealed bundles containing 719 grams of

black tar heroin.

. Twoclear plastic bindles containing 9.52 gramsofcocaine.

4. Acer plastic bindle containing miscellaneous pharmaceutical

pills

e. Three small digital scales. Inmy experience, thesescalesare

typically used by drug traffickers to weigh specific drug amounts before they are distributed to

customers.

23 Before this scare, agens intercepted multiple cals between YANDELL and BURHOP where YANDELL
fiscussedpartneringwith TORRES, a Mexican Mafia member incarcerated at Folsom with YANDELLand
SYLVESTER, Tho agreement wasfor TORRES's Los Angelesdug supplier to provide BURHOP's people with
heroin. BURHOP had different source and was leery ofworking with any new drug source. Nevertheless,
'BURHOP tcquiesced i the requestofYANDELL and SYLVESTERto work with TORRES. Inan undercover
capecity, | purchased some ofthe heroin suppl by TORRESduring the controlled buy on October 18, 016.
However, a¢ BURHOP fared, TORRES's heroin was substandard and was tus siting in BURHOP's stash pad
because ho hadnotbeenabl o sel i. AsaconsequenceofTORRES supplying thi badheroin, agents later
tercptod cals between SYLVESTER and TORRES in which the two discussed various heroin deals that would
mak upforthe low-quality heroin hat TORRES had nally supplied to BURHOP.
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£ The DEA Southwest Lab confirmed cach of the drugs and their

amounts.

3. Inside dresser drawers along the north wall of the master bedroom, agents

also discovered four clear plastic Ziploc bags containing methamphetamine and three clear

plastic Ziploc bags containing suspected marijuana.

a The DEA Southwest Lab subsequently confirmed that these bags

contained 134 gramsof actual methamphetamine and more than 30 gramsofmarijuana.

FF. October 29,2016 — Aryan Brotherhood member Brant DANIEL murdered
Zachary Scott at Salinas Valley Prison to maintain and increase his position
with the Aryan Brotherhood.

I. OnOctober29, 2016, at about 9:30 a.m., Aryan Brotherhood member

Brant DANIEL murdered Zachary Scott on the B yard at Salinas Valley prison. DANIEL did so

to maintain and increase his position in the enterprise. Leonard Dunning assisted DANIEL in

this murder.

2. CDCR officers first realized an assault was underway at about 9:30 am.,

when they saw DANIEL and Dunning striking Scott in his face and upper torso.

3. CDCR officers immediately coordinated aresponseto quell the attack. As

staffmoved on the assailants, they repeatedly ordered DANIEL and Dunning to stop and to “get

down,” meaning to lay prone on the ground. Ignoring these commands, DANIEL and Dunning

continuedto strike Scott in his face and upper torso. Manyofthe responding officers believed

that DANIEL and Dunning were using their closed fists to assault Scott. Subsequent evidence

revealed that DANIEL was armed with a prison-made weapon and inflicting severe puncture

‘wounds on Scott's body.
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4. CDCR officers moved closer and repeatedly commanded DANIEL and

Dunning to stop their assault. The commands did not stop them. Once Scott fell 0 the ground,

DANIEL issued strong blows to Scott's upper torso. Meanwhile, Dunning stood over Scott and

used his footo stomp on Scott's head numerous times. DANIEL and Dunning only stopped

their attack when officers deployed grenades toward them.

5. After DANIEL and Dunning stopped their attack, Scott stood up.

Responding officers could sce that his face was bleeding profusely and that his white tshirt was

soaked in blood. Scott took about five steps away from DANIEL and Dunning and then fell

back on the ground. As officers took controlofthe scene, Scott sat up, disoriented. He spit up

blood and uttered, “I can’t breathe.” Scott died soon afterward.

6. Officers found a prison-made weapon near DANIEL and Dunning. The

weapon was more than eight inches long and about one-inch wide.

7. Asofficers moved in to restrain DANIEL, he said, “Yeah Idid it. It was

me. Tdid it, and that's all have to say about that.” DANIEL then yelled an announcement to

the other inmates laying prone on the B yard: “In 72 hours, all you woods are gonnahave 14

days to getoffthis weal-ass PC yard.”

a Ibelieve that DANIEL was telling the other white inmates that,

after three days passed (“72 hours”), they would have “14 days” to assault another disfavored

inmate. Doing so would prompt their transfer from the Salinas Valley B facility, which

DANIEL compared toa yard that housed gang dropouts and sex offenders. Such prison yards

are called “PC” ~ protective custody — yards.
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b. The CDCR holds in protective custody inmates who are

‘cooperating or who have cooperated with law enforcement. It also places gang dropouts and sex

offenders, who arc universally targeted for assault, in protective custody.

When DANIEL addressed the “woods” present on the B yard, he

used ashortened versionofthe term “Peckerwoods,” a common slang term for non-affiliated

white inmates who are expected to function under the Aryan Brotherhood. “Woods” do not have

the same status as gang-affiliated AB associates, but while they are incarcerated, they are still

expected to act in accordance with the enterprise's codes ofconduct.

8. While officers collected evidence and documented the crime scene,

DANIEL made a numberofspontaneous, incriminating statements to CDCR Investigative

Services Unit Investigator C. Bittner. This is partoftheir exchange:

DANIEL: That'sthe one that went in his back. I hit him too hard. Is not even
broke. The knuckle is, though. It happens. It came out his chest. T hit
him so hard, it went in his back and out his chest.

Bittner:~~ Right through him.

DANIEL: Right through him. “Cause Simlick. You remember Simick? The one
that locked up? Ifhe was here on that day right now, he would have been
number two. 1 was gonna hit this one and that one.

Bittner: Simlick

DANIEL: Twoofthem. You guys would have had a double homicide.

9. later consulted with CDCR Gang Investigator Bittner to better

understand what DANIEL meant.
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a For example, DANIEL said, “Its not even broke. The knuckle is,

though.” Investigator Bittner understood DANIEL to be describing an injury to DANIEL’ hand

and saying that he hit Scot hard enough to break DANIEL’ on knuckle.

b. DANIEL said, “I hit him so hard, it went in his back and out his

chest” Investigator Bittner understood DANIEL to say that, when DANIEL struck Scott with

his prison-made weapon, DANIEL used so much force that the weapon entered Scotts back,

pencirated it, and then poked through Scott's chest.

¢ DANIEL mentioned “Simlick” and made comments about him.

Investigator Bittner understood DANIEL say that, if inmate Joseph Simlick had been housed on

the B facility at Salinas Valley prison that day, then DANIEL would have also murdered

Simlick.

4. According to Investigator Bittner, Simlick had requested protective

custody on October 24, just four days before Scott's murder

10. Dr. Venus Azarofthe Monterey County Sheriff's Office, Coroner

Division, conducted Scott’s autopsy. Dr. Azar concluded that Scott's death was caused by

seventeen stab wounds throughout his arms, shoulders, abdomen, chest, ribcage, and face.

11. OnJune7,2017, DANIEL pled guilty to murdering Scott, a violation of

California Penal Code § 187. A Monterey County Superior Court judge sentenced him to 30

years to fe in prison. Onthe same day, Dunning pled guilty to manslaughter. He was

sentenced to 22 years in prison.
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GG. December 22,2016 ~ QUESENBERRY sells additional heroin (o the DEA
undercover agent; Surveillance observes QUESENBERRY deliver proceeds
to Kathleen NOLAN

1. OnDecember 22, 2016, agents developed additional evidenceof Kathleen

NOLAN’ direct participation in the drug trafficking conspiracy. In particular, on December 22,

2016, 1 arranged to purchase two types of heroin from QUESENBERRY after a month or so of

recorded calls discussing prices and quantities. Duringtheconversations leading to the

December 22 drug deals, QUESENBERRY told me that there was a large amountoftar heroin

available and she could arrange for her southem California source to deliver more powder

heroin. 1 ultimately bought five ounces of tar heroin and two and ahalf ouncesof powder heroin

from QUESENBERRY on December 22, 2016.

2. Inthe days leading upto these deals, QUESENBERRY said that her

source would make sure to send the driver from “down south” on the evening before our deals so

that the drugs would be ready on the morningofDecember 22.

3. On the momingof December 22, 2016, QUESENBERRY told me that she

wanted to meet at the Kohls store at 4700 Natomas Boulevard in North Sacramento. She added

that this store was around the corer from her new spot, which I interpreted to mean stash pad.

Atabout 11:55 am. that morning, surveillance agents located QUESENBERRY’s white Acura

at 11 Button Court.

4. drove to the Kohls parking lot and then called QUESENBERRY at

about 12:35 pm. She said she was down the street, bagging everything up, and would be at the

Kohl's in about 15 minutes. At about 1:00 p.m., agents saw QUESENBERRY drive away from

Button Court. She arrived at the Kohl's store at about 1:04 p.m.
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5S. QUESENBERRY parked her white Acura next to my car and got into the

passenger seat. She sold me an amountoftar heroin for $4,450 and, in the same deal, about 92

‘gramsofpowder heroin for another $2,200.

6. The DEA Westen Regional Laboratory later confirmed that

QUESENBERRY sold 121 gramsof tar heroin and 50.6 gramsofpowder heroin.

7. During this drug deal, QUESENBERT nd realized there was a

discrepancy in whatI had ordered from her. Specifically, QUESENBERRYforgotan additional

halfounce thatI had ordered during our earlier conversations. She agreed to return to her stash

‘pad and immediately bring back the remaining half ounce.

8. Agents followed QUESENBERRY directly back to 11 Button Court.

Another drug trafficking associate ofQUESENBERRY’s, Katherine Fuimaono, came out of the

residence, got into QUESENBERRY's car, and then got out two minutes later* At about

1:20 p.m., QUESENBERRY drove away again and arrived in the Kohl's parking lot a short time.

later. She got into my car and sold me the additionalhalf ounceofwhite powder heroin for

$500.

9. The DEA Western Regional Laboratory later confirmed that

QUESENBERRY had sold 10.3 gramsof a mixture containing powder heroin.

24 Thisdrug deal and related criminal charges against QUESENBERRY and Katherine Fuimaono, are not
presented inthis Criminal Complaint because, on May 9, 2019, a Sacramento grand jury indicted thes distributions
underseal in UnitedSate . Qussenbery fal Case No. 2:19-c1-0081 KIM. Instead, thse isrbutons are
presented to demonsrte th involvement ofKathleen NOLAN in the drug trafficking conspiracyaftr the wiretaps
ended inthis investigation.
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10. QUESENBERRY told me that her sources had toldherto apologize to me

and that they would have more white heroin next time. She also explained that there had been a

problem with finding the white heroin this time: The person who maintained the stash house had

hidden it shortly before police arrested him for domestic violence. However, no one knew where

he putt.

11. QUESENBERRY retumed to her white Acura and drove away.

Surveillance followed her as she drove directly to a Chevron gas station on Del Paso Boulevard

and Sport Parkway. There, surveillance agents watched QUESENBERRY meet with Kathleen

NOLAN, who was driving a dark Nissan SUV. Agents positively identified NOLAN in the

Nissan SUV by comparing the person they spotted meeting with QUESENBERRY with

NOLAN’s DMV photo. The two women left the station and drove in tandem back to

QUESENBERRY’s residence on Las Animas Circle. They arrived at about 2 p.m. and both

walked inside QUESENBERRY’s house. NOLAN left QUESENBERRY’s house at about

2:42 pam. and drove away.

12. Like KEETON, HALL, and Perez during the carlicr drug deals discussed

above, on December 22, I believe NOLAN met with QUESENBERRY to collect a portionofthe

proceeds from the tar and powder heroin that QUESENBERRY sold to me that day. I further

believe, consistent with previous deals in this investigation, NOLAN was returning to southern

California to distribute the proceeds consistent with instructions from YANDELL and/or

BURHOP.
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HEL July 20,2018-Aryan Brotherhood members Jake CORBETT and Pat
BRADY murdered Donald Pequeen at High Desert Prison to maintain and
increase their position with the Aryan Brotherhood.

1. OnJuly20,2018, at about 2:15 p.m, Aryan Brotherhood members Jake

CORBETT and Pat BRADY murdered Donald Pequeen on the D facility at High Desert prison.

CORBETT and BRADY did so to maintain and increase their position in the enterprise.

2. Areviewofvideo surveillance from the day revealed that Pequeen was

initially talking to BRADY. While Pequeen was distracted by BRADY, CORBETT came up

from behind Pequeen, removed a prisoner-made weapon, and began stabbing Pequeen repeatedly

in the back. As Pequeen attempted to fle CORBETT’s attack, BRADY then removed a

prisoner-made weapon from his waistband and chased Pequeen in concert with CORBETT.

They caught Pequeen with the assistanceof two other inmates and BRADY then violently

stabbed Pequeen in the upper back. During the attack, Pequeen fell to the ground and guards

then issued verbal commands for all inmates to “get down.” CORBETT and BRADY continued

their attack on Pequeen, stabbing him repeatedly in the head, neck, and torso. Pequeen

attempted to defend himselfbut his efforts were unsuccessful as CORBETT and BRADY held

him down and continued stabbing him. Officers quickly saw Pequeen bleeding profusely from

his neck and torso.

3. Asresponding officers closed in on the attackers, both CORBETT and

BRADY stood up from Pequeen’s body and walked away. They cach discarded prisoner-made

weaponsasthey walked. Officials recovered CORBETT’sweapon very close to Pequeen’s

body. It was aflat metal-type weapon fashioned to a point at one end with acloth-type material

at the other end as ahandle. They found BRADYsweapon a short distance away from the
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victim's body. It also was a flat metal-type weapon fashioned to a point at one end with a cloth

type material at the other end as a handle. Investigators noted that one of the murder weapons

had “SS” lightning bolts etched into its side. This symbol on one of the murder weapons is

‘meant to send a message to other inmates that Pequeen’s murder was a hit carried out by the

Aryan Brotherhood because the enterprise often uses symbols from Nazi Germany to

demonstrate ts strength within the prison system.

4. Officers attempted life-saving efforts on Pequeen, but they were

unsuccessful. Ultimately, Dr. M. Davis pronounced dead at about 2:52 p.m. His body had more.

than 10 puncture wounds in his head, neck, and torso.

8, (CDCR officials removed CORBETT and BRADY and examined them.

Both had Pequeen’s blood on their inmate clothing and shoes. These items were collected and

preserved as evidenceofthe murder. Investigators believe that CORBETT and BRADY killed

Pequeen to maintain and their position with the Aryan Brotherhood and the useofthe stylized

‘weapon was mean to send a message to other inmates ‘who would defy the enterprise.

6. The diagram below shows where CORBETT and BRADY: ‘murdered

Pequeen within the D-yard at High Desert prison.
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VIL SUMMARY OF PROBABLE CAUSE

Based upon the facts and circumstances set forth above,I submit that there is probable

cause to believe that the defendants committed the following crimes:

EEEeen
‘Ronald YANDELL,| Count 1- 1077/11 to present | RICO Conspiracy
aka “Renegade”

Cowt 25271610 1222/16 | Conspiracy fo disrbute | 36-50, 70-72, 55-85,
and possess wth nent to | 98-101, 119-124
disribute heroin and 72.13, 119-122,
melhamphetamine 128-130
@ counts)

Count 10 8/11/161091616 86-98

Cowt3 ~ 71116 Diswibution ofheroin | 40-42
@ counts)

Count 472416 ado

Count 7-812116 68-69

Comt 6-816 Distribution of 50.63, 69-70, 55
‘methamphetamine
(smugglingdrugs ino
Folsom prison

Court 5— T1160 10/1716 | Conspiracy to Commit | 70-73, 53-86, 105
(Kenneth Johnson) | Murder in Aid of 106

Racketeering
Count 8820/16 1082116 | (5 counts) 7579

(ames Mickey)

Count 9820/1610 821/16 9-82
(aul Die)

Count 11-829/1610 10/9/16- 106-111
(Micheel Trippe)

Count 13-6/1/1610 10/15/16~ 1-16
(DougMaynard)

Ewe TTTer
‘William “Billy” | Count 1— 1077/11 topreseat | RICO Conspiracy 28-129
SYLVESTER, aka
“Billy from Norco”

Cow 6-916, "Dis. ofmethamphetamine | 30-63, 69-70, 7575
(smuggling drugs into
Folsom prison
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For these reasons, I respectfully request that a Criminal Complaint be issued against the

. defendants for the crimes detailed above and, based upon this Criminal Complaint, arrest

‘warrants be issued for eachofthese defendants.

VIL SEALING REQUEST

This Affidavit describes a significant, ongoing investigationofthe activitiesofthe Aryan

Brotherhood. The case remains covert, and we continuetodevelop new investigative leads.

Manyof the target subjects are out-of-custody. The United States believes that public disclosure

ofeither the Criminal Complaint or this Affidavit will cause the out-of-custody targets to flee or

to take other actions to conceal their locations prior to the conclusionof this broad, ongoing.

investigation.



The United States believes that public disclosureofeither this Criminal Complaint or this

Affidavit could cause the incarcerated targets to protect themselves and others from prosecution

by destroying evidence. They might also obstruct justice by instructing others to destroy

evidence or to lie to law enforcement officers. Further, they might retaliate against people they

suspect have cooperated with this investigation. Therefore, the United States respectfully

‘requests that the Criminal Complaint and this Affidavit be sealed until further orderofthe Court.

United States v. Doe, 870 F.3d 991, 1000 (9th Cir. 2017).

swear under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing information is true and correct to the.

best ofmy knowledge, information and belief.

Brian Nehring, Spe€ial Agent

Drug Enforcemgfit Administration

Sworn to andsutgpribed before

meonthe2)“dayofMay, 2019

‘CAROLYN K. DELANEY ;
"UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE

Approved as to form:

ison Hitt
“Assistant U.S. Attorney
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